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WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER!!!
The NEWSPAPER of the hobby!
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MJi

Catalog.
Send

75p
INLAND

90p
OVERSEAS

MIMATURE FIGURI>ES LTD
28-32 NORTHAM RO, SOUTHAMPTON. Tel:208SS

OUR SUPERB QUALITY FIGURES
* * NOW AVAILABLE AT * ** *

FULL STOCK

OF ALL

MINIFIGS

AND

SKYTREX

PRODUCTS

PLUS

BOOKS

RULES

GAMES

AND

ACCESSORIES

Gillingham Street

ALL

WARGAMERS, COLLECTORS

AND ENTHUSIASTS WILL

RECEIVE A WARM WELCOME

FROM THE MANAGER

DAVE ROTOR

AT 13 GILLINGHAM STREET

LONDON S.W.I

Please note

PERSONAL SERVICE ONLY

AT THIS ADDRESS



Heroics & Ros Figures Please note new prices, caused
by enormous Increases In
cost of metal.

specialists in 1/SOOth scaie

Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-guality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's NEW! Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p
German

Panzer II B

Panzer II F

Panzer II Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer MlM

PanzerIM N

StuG III G

Panzer IV 0

Panzer IV F1

Panzer IV F2

Panzer IV H

StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 38lt)
Marderl l l Sd 139

Marder 11 H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpaniher
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschal
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer

Sturnitiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1 B
H

OstwindAA separately 15p) JSII
WirbelwindAA Rommel personality set JSIII
Opel Blitz with Rommel, staff 'ISU122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU152
O

ISU152

Tpel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz222

SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1

SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor

Kettenkrad (6p)
SdKfz 10

SdKfz 1 1

SdK1z7

3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7

Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 + crew
Pak 38 + crew

Pak 38+crew

Pak 40 + crew

Pak 43/41 + crew

Pak 43 on cruciform trail

and half-track (25p)
Me109G(12p)
Fw190D{12p)
Ju87 B (15p)
'Ms 129(15p)
MeBf110(15p)
Me410(15p)
Fw 189{15p)
DFS 230 glider (15p}
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64

T-70

GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60

JAG-12

GAZ-67 (6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew

M41 57mm AT + crew

M44 100 mm AT + crew

10.5 cm in turret and 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun +
Flak{25p) crew

M31/37 122

locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flat card Op)
Straight track I8p)
Curved track (8p)

UNITED KINGDOM

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1

Sherman Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop
Churchill III

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr + crew
2 pdr+ crew

.  1 7 pdr + crew

25 pdr, limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

M18 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8

M4A1 dozer

MIO

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 halftrack

T19 105mm GMC

Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor M3 75mm GMC
Quad tractor

Scammel tractor
Bedford QL
Pord (Canada) 1 5cwt
truck

Chevrolet 1 5 cwt

Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 122mm field gut
(20p) + crew ,
Flat car for mine defence M381 1 52mm howitzer +
dOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

mm fieldgun
Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton

7.62 Pak 36 (r) -i- crew
10.5 cm howitzer + crew

1 5 cm howitzer + crew

1 7 cm howitzer + crew

8.8 Flak 37 + crew

7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR

trolley
Straight track (8p)
Curved track {8p)

 Churchill AVRE (12p)(12p)Bedford QL with office
+ crew , Churchill Crocodile (12p) body
M38I 1 52mm howitzer + Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford QY 3 ton GS
crew Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
M31 203mm tracked Churchill Carpet Layer Scammel Tank
howitzer-E crew Deacon (12p) Transporter
Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail
crew separately (8p) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately I8p) A13
57mm ATon Komsomlets Crusader II

anomag Sd 251/1 D - + crew BT-7
late version 7.5 cm infantry gun T34/76B
Sd 251/10 + 3.7 Pak 15cm inf. gun + crew T34/760
Sd 251/1 6 Flamm Nebelwerfer + crew T34/85
Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (1 5p) KV1
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (Bp) SU85 Y
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU100 L
Sd250/9a/c crew separately (8p) T28d2p) ^
BIV Funklenpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p) P

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are all
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA

Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
MG's

Polikarpov 1 -16 (12p)
li-2 Sturmovikd2p)
Pe-2

Yak-9d2p)
La-5d2p)
MiG-3d2p)
Russian Armoured

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Ctab

Sherman DD

Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

British kneeling
artillerymen separately
(8p)
British standing
artillerymen separately
(8p)
Spitfire IX (12p)
Hurricane II (12p)
Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Typhoon IB {12p)

USA.
M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart

M24 Chaffee

Jeep (6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound M8
Studebaker ton truck

Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline

Truck

White Scout Car

3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Pack howitzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew

155mm Long Tom + crew
M16SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51 D Mustang {12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk 112p)

ITALIAN
M13/40
Semovente 75

CV L6/40
Semovent^ 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
FiatG50Bis(12p)

NEW: 1/1200 scale galley fleets, with oars & sails.
AGS1; Greek Trireme (2for25p)
AGS2: Carthaginian Quinquireme (2 for 25p)
AGS3: Hellenistic Hepteres(25peach)
1/300thSCALE FIGURES 70 pence packs.

MAR 10 Late Per

SOVIET

T- 72 Tank

T-62 Tank

T-55Tank

T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer
T 10M tank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
MICV

BTR-40P with Swatter

BTR 60PBAPC

BRDM-2 APC

BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-B5SPgun
UAZ-469 leep
BM-21 Rocket

Launcher

ZSU-23-4SPAA

ZSU-57-2SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer

♦ crew

M55 1 52mm howitzer

crew

M 55 100mm AT gun +

BT^-50APC
BMD Paratroop APC
BM -14 towed rocket

launcher crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile

SA-9 GaskinAA missile

SA-2 Guideline AA
missile

M1974 122mm SPG
ASU-57 SPAT gun
GA2-69 + Reccilless
rifle
FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck

MiG-17 (120)

MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (15pl

MiG-23 t30pl
lv1iG-25Foxbai(30p)
Su-7(15pl
Su-9 (30p)
Su-15(30pl
Yak-28 (30p1
Mi-8 HiplSOp)
fVli-24Hind(15pl

USA

M60A1 tank

ryi60A2 tank

M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
tank

M60A1 dozer

Ml 13 APC

M113 + lecoilless rifle
Ml 13 ♦ TOW AT
missile

Ml 63 Vulcan SPAA
M730Chapari3lSPAA
missile system
M106 mortar carrier
M 1 14 recce vehicle

M728Combat

Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10SP howitzer

M107 SP howitzer

M109 SP howitzer
Commando armoured
car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW
M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank
M42 Ouster SPAA

M548 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on
launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcher

M577 command

vehicle

Dragon light AT missile

set ot three

Huey Cobra gunship
(15p)
Bell Iroquois 11 5p)
Skyhawk (15p)
F104 Starfighier (15p)
F4 Phantom (25pl
F111E(25pl
F 14ATomcat (25p}
F15 Ea9le(25p)

ISRAEL

Super Sherman

SWEDEN
S-iank

1kv-91 light tank

UNITEDKINGDOM
Chieftain

Centurion

Centurion AVRE

FV432APC

FV438 Swinglire
launcher

FV432 + mortar

FV432 + Wombat

FV432 + Rarden

FV432 + Cymbeline
radar

Chieftain Bridge Layer (20p) howitzer
AbbofSPG AMX-30
Saladin armoured car AA missil
Saracen APC AMX-30

Fox armoured car missile 13'
Ferret armoured car AMX-10

Ferret 2/6 AT missile AMX-10
carrier missiles
Scorpion light tank Jeep with
Scimitar light tank missiles
Striker light AT missile Milan ligh
carrier launcher'

Spartan light APC Mirage III
Rapier AA missile Jaguar (1

AMX-30 w

Jaguar 115p)
Harrier (1 5p)
Buccaneer (30pl

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Rakete
missilecarrier

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz-n 2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile
set of three

FRENCH
AMX-30 tank

AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13 i-SS11 AT
missiles

AMX 13 HOT mis
siles
AM L H-90 armoured

car

EBR 75 armoured car

AMX-30 155mm

ith Roland

AA missiles

AMX-30 Roland AA
missilelauneher

AMX-10APC
AMX-10-f HOT AT
missiles

Jeep with Entac AT
missiles

Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)

Mirage IMC (15p)
Jaguar (15p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD

MFN 1 7 Napoleon, Marsnals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS

• MFN5 Grenadiers of ihe Old Guard

• MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN 7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN 11 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Guard

MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard

MFN8 Fooi ArliHery ot the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Gujrd
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFNt Line Grenadiers
MFN 14 Fr Line Fusiliers

MFN4 Voidguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr Carabiniers

MFN 10 Cuirassiers

MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Chevai of ihe Line
MFN 12 Hussars

MFN13 Lancers of (he Litte

MFN3 FoolArtillery
MFN15 Fi.GunTeams

MFN 18 Ft Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN 16 Wellington & Generals
• MBN1 British Infanify

MBN 7 British Line infaniry Light Co.
MBN 14 British Light inlantry
MBN 1 5 British Light Infaniry skirmishirtg

• MBN5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlandeisskirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen

MBN I 7 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN 10 British Hussars

MBN 11 Brit. Lt Dragoons
MBN9 HorseArtiilery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN 12 Brit Gun Teams

MSN 13 Bni Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jagers skirmishmg
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans

MPN4 Aniilerv
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers

MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MAN3 Austrian Jagers skirmithing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers

MANS AustrianArtillery

NEWt U.S.S.R.: M 1970 APC, MTU-55 Bridgelayer (20p), SIL-131 truck.
U.S.A.: XM-723 MICV. Lance missile, M60 AVLB (20p), M35 2it. truck.

Postage & Packing: UK 10% in £, minimum postage lOp. Overseas Airmail
40% in £, overseas seamail 20% in £. Europe 15% in £. £ 1 = 1 GO pence =
$1.75approx.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers

MRN5 Pavlov Guartl
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks

MRN4 Artillery

BAVARIAN UNITS
MGN1 Bavarian infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWNI Polish Infaiilry

MFN2 Lancers

SPANISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeersskirmrshing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR

GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons

Gfl3 German Paratroops
GR4 GermsnWurldWarllcavalry
GR5 AfnkaKurps
BRl British Infantry
BR2 British Infaniry Support

Weaports
8R3 British Parat'oops
Bfl4 BihArmy

SRI Russsian Infaniry
SB2 Russian Inlantry Support

SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
'M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons

M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS

MAR 1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MARA Asiatic Archer

MARS RomanCavalry

MAR 6 Roman War Engines
MAR7 PraeiorianGuard

MAR8 Eduiies Singularis Guard Cavalry
MARS Western Auxiliary Archers

MAR 13 Late Period
Legionaries attacking

iod Legionaires
MAR 1 1 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES
MAS 1 Byzantine Heavy infantry
MA82 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MASS ByzaniineHorseAtchers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MAI 1 Oacian Infaniry (includes

spearmen, rhomphlae. archers
etc.l

MA 12 Visigothic Inlaniry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MA 14 Gothic Cavalry
MAIS SarmatianCaiaphracts
MAF 1 Gaulish Infariiry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE

MAG 1 Greek City Hopliies
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG 7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers

MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hopliies
MAG9 Peitasis
MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaspisis
MAC 11 Tlvacian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS

MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers

MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoureii Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariois

MAPS Persian Scythed Chanois
SASSANIDS
MAS I Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassenid Cllbinaril
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts
MASS Sassanid Light Cavalry
MAS6 Sassanid Elephants

NEW

MAI 6 Ancient British Chariot

MAI 7 Ancient British infantry
MAIS Ancient British Cavalry
MA19 ArabCamelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)

MAILORDER Legionaries attacking

Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alternatives. Every
effort will be made to fulfil first choices.

yye accept ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD. BANKAMERICARD, CHARGEX.
Just send your cardnumbei

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNINGTON ROAD. LONDON. SE1 U K
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I^IHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

TEN NEW AUSTRIAN FIGURES
to swell your existing army. Plus the usual remakes with which we quietly improve our range each month.

Top service to the Wargamers from leaders in the hobby-a feast for the Diorama men as usual.

JUNE ADDITIONSTO RANGE
25mm
Bavarian Napoleonic (BVN)
BVN3 Line Infantry Standard bearer

Austrian Napoleonic (AN)
AN 13 Artilleryman with rammer
AN 14 Artilleryman manning gun
AN 15 Artilleryman carrying round
AN 16 Artilleryman with portfire
AN 17 Artillery Officer
AN 18 Landwehrdrummer

AN 19 Landwehr Standard Bearer

Austrian Napoleonic Cavalry (ANC)
ANC10 Dragoon trumpeter
ANC11 Dragoon Standard Bearer
ANC12 Hussar trumpeter

75mm

Julian Benassi Range (75/JB)
75/JB16 Baron Von Richtofen- £3.07

(as illustrated)

HERITAGE FANTASY

FANTASTICS

90p pack from your retailer

NEWRELEASES

Pack 1303 SUPER HEROES

in mail with sword 11 p

bars-chested with sword 11 p
rider bare-chested with sword on horse 23p

Pack 1327 CENTAUR

with shield and lance 30p

Pack 1328 CENTAUR

firing bow and arrow 30p

Pack 1329 QNOMES

with axe 11p

Pack 1331 LEGION OFTHE DEAD
archers 11 p

Pack1334LEGION OFTHE DEAD

attacking with tufted spear 11 p

Pack 1348 OR C

with two handed axe 22-jrp

SendSA.E. for list

HERITAGE 15mm

Artillery Packs (15/AP)- Now available
British Napoleonic Artillery & Equipment Pack
15/AP I Foot artillery crew
15/AP2 R.H.A. artillery crew
1 5/AP3 Foot artillery horse team
15/AP4 R.H.A. horse team

1 5/AP5 6 pdr. gun
15/AP6 9 pdr. gun
15/AP7 5.5" howitzer

15/AP8 12 pdr. gun
1 5/AP9 18 pdr. gun

French Napoleonic Artillery 8t Equipment Pack
15/AP10 Line foot artillery crew
15/AP11 Line horse artillery crew

15/AP12 Guard foot artillery crew
1 5/AP 13 Guard horse artillery crew
15/AP 14 Horse team

15/AP15 4 pdr. gun
1 5/AP 16 6 pdr. gun
15/AP 17 8 pdr. gun
15/AP 18 12 pdr. gun
15/AP 19 6" howitzer

Command Packs (15/CP) - New Releases

15/CP22 Guard Grenadier a Cheval command
15/CP23 Guard Empress Dragoon command
15/CP24 Guard Chasseur a Cheval command

15/CP25 Guard Lance command

Full list available - sendSA.E.

The Hinchiiffe Handbook £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price List 12p.

l/Vfe recommend HUMBROL.
AUTHENTIC

military colours for all our products

Our manufacturer in the U.S.A - Heritage Models Inc., 9840 Munro Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas



39 ASHBYROAD

LOUGHBOROUGH

LEICESTERSHIRE

BEATINFLATION! DO YOU WANT MORE FOR YOUR MOISIEY?
Our Microtank prices are 25%
cheaper than our competitors.
Huge ranges to choose from,
with new models regularly
added.

Delivered usually by return.
WE ARE A T YOUR SERVICE

American
DAI Grant Tank

DA2 Sherman Tank
DAS Stuart Tank
DA4 Sherman Firefly
DAS Pershing
DAS M24 Chaffee LightTank
DA10 M8 Armoured Car
DA11 MIOTank Destroyer
DA12 M1 STank Destroyer
DA13 MSBTank Destroyer
DA20 MS Halftrack
DA21 ^ ton Jeep 6p
DA22 D.U.K.W.

DA23 MackSxBTruck

DA24 Chev. 30 cwt. Truck
DA25 Chev. LR.D.G.Truck
DA26 Studebaker 24" ton Bowser
DA27 M4 ArtllleryTractor
DA28 Seebees Bulldozer Bp
DA29 Weasel Amphibian Bp
DA30 105 mm Howitzer
DA32 1 55 mm Long Tom 9p
Russian

DR1 KVITank

DR2 T34/7BTank

DR3 T34/85Tank
DR4 KV2Tank

DR5 BT7Tank

DR6 JSII Tank

DR7 StalinTank

DR8 KV/85Tank
DR9 BA-10M Armoured Car
DR10 Gaz 69 Armoured Car
DR11 T70 LightTank
DR12 T26 LightTank
DR15 SU 76 Assault Gun
DR16 SU 85 Assault Gun
DR17 SU100
DR18 SU 122 Assault Gun
DR19 JS 152 Assault Gun

DR30 Gaz4x6Truck
DR31 Gaz4x4Truck

DR32 Gaz Jeep Bp
DR33 Gaz 64 Halftrack Lorry
DR34 JAG 12 Heavy Lorry
DR35 Petrol Bowser

DR40 M39 Anti-Tank Gun
DR41 203mm Tracked Howitzer
DR42 Katyuska Rocket Launcher

8p EACH
unless priced
otherwise

Many more on our new
Lists. All to 1/300th Scale

German

DGl Pz.Kpfw. 1 Tank Bp
DG2 Pz.Kpfw.llTank
DG3 Pz.Kpfw.Ill Tank
DG4 Pz.Kpfw.lVTankFI
DG5 PZ.IVF2

DGB Pz.lVaus.H

DG7 Tiger I Tank
DGB Tiger II Tank
DG9 Jagdtiger
DG10 PantherTank

0G11 Jagdpanther
DG12 Stug.Ill Assault Gun
DG13 Elephant
DG14 Pz.Kpfw. 4.7 cm. Pak(t) Bp
DGl 5 Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)
DGl 6 Sturmtiger
DG17 Nashorn 88 mm S.P. Gun

DGl 8 JagdpanzerlV
DG19 Marderlll

DG20 Jagdpanzer Hetzer
DG21 Sturmpanzer IV
DG22 Marder III Pak 7B.2mm, (R)

0G23 PzFH Wespe 105mm S.P. Gun
DG24 Hummel

DG25 Maus 9p
DG30 Sd.Kfz 222 Armoured Car
DG31 Sd.Kfz 232 Armoured Car

DG32 Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
DG33 Sd.Kfz. 233 Armoured Car. 7.5 L24

DG34 Sd.Kfz 234/4 Arm'd Car 7.5 Pak 40

DG40 Sd.Kfz. 250

DG41 Sd.Kfz 250/8 7.5cm. l;24
DG42 Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Armoured Car
DG43 Sd.Kfz. 250/7 80mm Self

Propelled Mortar
DG4B Sd.Kfz 251 Halftrack

DG47 Sd.Kfz251/17 Engineers Vehicle
DG48 Sd.Kfz251/975mm L24
DG49 Sd.Kfz251/16 Flame Thrower
DG50 Sd.Kfz. 251/17 A.A. 20 mm
DG51 Sd.251 Rocket Launcher (280mm)
DG5B Sd.Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
DG57 Sd.Kfz.7 (Open top)
DG58 Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
DG59 Daimler Benz 3000LTruck

DG60 Opel Maultier Halftrack
DG61 Daimler Benz Bowser

DG62 Kubelwagen
DG63 Steyr 1500 Field Car
DG64 Kettenkrad Bp
0G65 SiG 33/1 50mm S.P.G.33(t)
0G6B 37 mmA.A.S.P.G.

OG67 Saurer HeavyTruck
DG68 S.W.S. 40 Halftrack

DG69 Mercedes Staff Car Bp
DG70 M/C Combination Bp
DG71 Opel RadioTruck
DG72 Raupen Schlepper Ost
DG73 Schwimmwagen Bp
DG80 5.0cm Pak 38 (Firing)
DG81 7.5cm Pak 40 (Firing)
DG82 8.8cm Flak (Firing)
DGB3 8.8cm Flak (Limbered)
DG84 8.8cm Pak 43 (Firing)
DG85 105mm Field Gun

DG8B Nebelwerfer Bp
DG87 OstwindAAS.P.G.

DG88 7.5cm Infantry Gun Bp
DG89 15cm Infantry Gun
DG90 170mm Gun (Firing)
DG91 170mm Gun (Limbered)
DG92 1 50mm Gun (Firing)
DG93 1 50mm Gun (Limbered)

DG100 Sd7 Recovery Crane

CrusaderTank

Matilda Tank

ValentineTank
Churchill Tank

Cromwell Tank

British A9 Tank

Vickers Light Tank Bp
A13 CruiserTank

A30 Challenger
Crusader III A.A.

Humber Armoured Car
Stag Hound Armoured Car
Daimler Armoured Car

Harrington Armoured Car
A.B.C. Mk.l Armoured Car
Rolls Royce A'Car (1930-41)
Daimler Scout Car Bp
Bren Carrier Bp
White Scout Car Bp
Humber Staff Car Bp
Quad Truck Bp
Bedford O.L. 3 ton truck

Austin Bovvser

Scammell Pioneer

Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3 ton Truck

Austin 30cwt. Truck

Morris 15cwt. Radio Truck

Morris 15 cwt. Bowser Bp
Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.

Dorchester Armoured
Command Vehicle (1941)

ABC Armoured Command

Vehicle (1944)
Tank Transporter 9p
25 pdr. Gun (Firing)
25 pdr. Gun (Limbered)
1 7 pdr. Gun (Firing)
B pdr. Gun (Firing)
2 pdr. Gun (Firing)
5.5 inch Howitzer

3.7 in. AA Gun 9p
7.2 in. Howitzer

Bofors 40mm AA gun
Bishop S.P. Gun
Bofors Quad Bp
Archers 17pdr. S.P. Gun
Priest S.P.G.

Buffalo L.V.T.

Churchill ARC 9p
Churchill S.B.G.
Bridgelayer 9p
Churchill Avre with Fascine

Churchill Carpetlayer
Churchill with Petard Mortar

Sherman Barv

D.D. Sherman

Sherman Dozer

Sherman with Calliope
Rocket Launcher

Armoured Bulldozer

Two Spare Fascines Bp
Churchill Crocodile 9p

Ml 3/40 Tank
Sermovente75/18

Autoblinda Armoured Car

Char 81 Tank

Somua 535

Renault 1 -139

Somua -j track lorry
Citroen 2| ton

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the Macedonian and

Punic Wars by Phil Barker (W.R.G.) C1 .SOp
Wargames Campaigns by

Tony Bath (W.R.G.) £1.85p
How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott

& Bob Thompson) SOp
Armies & Enemies of Ancient Egypt

& Assyria (W.R.G.) £2.70p
Armies of the Greek & Persian

Wars (W.R.G.) £2.70p
Armies 8t Enemies of imperial Rome

(W.R.G.) £2.70p
Armies & Enemies of Ancient China

(W.R.G.) £3.50p
Armies of the Dark Ages (W.R.G.) £3.60p

Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix)
Renaissance Armies 1480-1650

(hardback)
Russian Tanks 1900-70 (hardback)
German Tanks ofWW2 (hardback)
Roman Army (hardback)
German Armoured Cars WW2

(hardback)
German Artillery VWV2 (hardback)
German Halftracks WW2 (hardback)
German Military Transport WW2

(hardback)
Military Vehicies of the World

(hardback)
Ground Attack Aircraft WW2

(hardback)

Telephone Orders & Enquiries
Nottingham 43457

There are 1000's of items for most types of
wargames on our spring lists. Please send a stamped
self addressed envelope

POSTAGE & PACKING
UK, BFPO, 10% up to £5 (min lOp)

Post Free over £5

OVERSEAS - 60% up to £7
(min 50p)
30% over £7

E.E.C Countries 10%(IVIIn 20p)

NOTTINGHAM
SHOP

7 WOLLATON ST.
(Nearthe Victoria Centre)

Open 9-5 pm
Closed all day Thursday

WARGAME RULES

LAND BATTLES
3000BCto 1250AD(W.R.G.) £1.30
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) 70p
1 500-1600 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G.W.Jeffery 60p
1685-1845(W.R.G.) £1.30
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 75p
W.W.I. Land Rules (Skytrex) 75p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 £1.20
Micro-Warfare - Ground Forces

W.W.II. (Skytrex) 65p
Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 75p
1950-1975 Armour/infantry (W.R.G.) £1.20
W.W.I! Rules-basic (Mike Philpott

& Bob Thompson) 25p
20th Century Skirmish Rules (Paragon) 50p
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.20
SymwarW.W,II Rules 75p
Symwar Maps (10 types available) SOp each
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1.05

NAVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 85p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) SOp
Napoleonic (Navwar) 2nd edition 75p
American Civil War Ironclads

(Navwar) SOp
World War I Naval (Skytrex) SSp
W.W.I Naval (Leicester) 75p
World War II Naval (Leicester) 70p
Galactic Warfare Rules SOp
Coastal Naval Warfare (Navwar) SOp
Aerial Warfare Rules (Leicester) 70p
W.W.I Aerial Warfare (Paragon) SOp

LONDONERS!

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U K ) LTD.

Ournew shop is now open at
13GILLINGHAMST.

100 yds from Victoria Station

Dave Rotor will be there to assist

you. Huge stocks of Tanks, Planes,
Rules, Minifigs, 25mm & 15mm,
figures, S&T Games, dice & other

accessories.

SEEINGIS BELIEVING!



BOOKS FOR WARCAMERS

r  Osprey Men at Arms Series.

All £1.95 each.

Napoleons Curassiers and Carabiniers
Napoleons Dragoons and Lancers
Foot Grenadiers ofthe Imperial Guard
Chasseurs of the Guard

Blucher's Army
Russian Army of the Napoleonic Wars
Spanish Army ofthe Napoleonic Wars
Portuguese Army ofthe Napoleonic Wars
The Landsknechts

Medieval European Armies

The Roman Army from CaesartoTrajan
The Waffen SS

The Panzer Divisions

Great Battles Series

Designed for wargamers. Colour illustrated.
Originally published at £2.50.
Now on offer at £1.10 each

FLODDEN -Anglo-Scotswar, 1513.

BLEN HEIM - Marlborough's greatest victory.

YORKTOWN -The American Revolution.

SPION KOP-The Second Boer War.

KURSK - Eastern Front In WW2.

Airfix Magazine Guides

Written by experts in their fields. Fully illustrated
with diagrams, drawinas and h Si w photographs.

£1.6Gp each

Ancient Wargaming
World War Two Wargaming
Military Modelling ^
TankandA.F.V. Modelling
German Tanks of WWII

Afrika Corps
Eighth Army in the Desert
French Foreign Legion
British Tanks of WWII

Russian Tanks of WWII

Modelling Armoured Cars
Model Soldiers

Wargaming
Don Featherstone wargaming titles; all fully
illustrated:-

Skirmish Wargaming £2.95
Colonial Small Wars 1837-1901. Published

£5.25. Onoffer£2.25

Ancient and Medieval Period £3.95

Pike and Shot Period £4.50

Also:

Naval Wargames by B. J. Carter £3.96

Ancient

The Year of the Four Emperors by P. A. L.

Greenhalgh. The bitter civil war in A.D. 69 in
volving a titanic struggle between the Eastern and
Western Roman Empires, and the storming of
Rome. Illus. £5.25

Early Greek Warfare, by P. A. L. Greenhaigh.
Chariot warfare and the evolution of the hoplite.

Illus. £8.50

The Seleucid Army by B. Bar-Kochva £5.50

The Campaign of Gaugamela by E. W. Marsden.
L Including detailed notes on tactics, organisation

and formations. £4.00

Samnium and the Samnites by E. T. Salmon.
£10.00

The Armour of Imperial Rome by H. R.
Robinson. Over 700 illustrations, many in
colour. £11.95

Medieval

Crusading Warfare 1097-1193 by R. C. Smail.
Paper. £2.95

Agincourt: The armies and the battle. Colour
Illus. Paper. £1.50

Renaissance

Renaissance Armies 1480-1650 by George
Gush. 110 photos; 481 drawings. £4.25

The Siege of Malta. 1565 by Lochead & Barling.
Published at £2.50. On offer at £1.10

The Army of Flanders and the Spanish Road
I- 1567-1659 by G. Parker. The Spanish army in the

Dutch Revolt. Paper £2.75

Gunpowder and Galleys by J. F. Guilmartin.
Mediterranean naval warfare in the 16th cen

tury. £9.50

The Valois-Hapsburg Wars and the French
Wars of Religion by Blaise du Monluc
(translation). Published at £3.50: on offer £1.95

The English Civil War by Potter and Embleton.
Colour/b & w illus; uniform plates: tactics.
Paper. £1.75

i  18th Century

The Army of Frederick the Great by Chris
Duffy. £6.50

Fire and Stone by Chris Duffy. Siege warfare
1660-1860. €5.95

^Jbritish Light Cavalry - Nations in Arms Series -
by John Pimlott, illustrations by Emir Bukhari.
British Light Cavalry from 1796 to 1815, their
dress, organizations, weapons and tactics.
Laminated covers. 12 pages of colour Il
lustrations. £2.25

Uniforms of the Retreat from Moscow 1812

by Philip Haythornwaite; illustrations by Michael
Chappell. The comprehensive text is fully sup
ported by 63 pages of colour Illustration, and
several pages of black and white £2.95

'  Napoleonic
Tiags and Standards of the Napoleonic Wars.

5  Flags of 27 countries; b & w/colour Illus. Paper
-  cased. £3.80

5  History of the War of 1812 by G.
}  Auchinleck. £4.95

The Armies at Waterloo by Ugo Pericoli. 70
^  pages of colour uniform plates. Unjacketed. Now

published £8.00. Still on offer at £2.90

British Artillery on Land and Sea 1790-1820.
I_ Published £4.50. On offer • £2.50

the Peninsular War, a military history by
d  Michael Glover. £2.95

Napoleon and the Archduke Charles, 1809. by
5  F. L. Petre. £5.95

Napoleons Campaign in Poland 1806-7 by F. L.
B- Petre £4.95
0  Late 19th Century
0  Mr. Lincoln's Army by Bruce Catton. The story of
^  theArmy of the Pontomac. £4.75
m  The Franco-Prussian War by May and Embleton.
0  Illus. Published at £3.50. On offer £1.50

World War Two

^5^ Insignia of the Third Reich 1
Cloth badges and Emblems by Major John "R.
Angolla. 57 plates (8 in full colour) illustrate the
full range of German.insignia, covering every un
iformed organization whether military, political
and civil. An invaluable handbook for both the
collectorand the modeller. Paper £2.00

Swastika At War. Colour action photographs
from the German army magazine 'Signal'.
Published at £4.95. On offer £2.50

The Graphic Art of WWII. A sensitive view of the
war as seen through the eyes of the war artists of
all nations involved (Including Russia. Germany &
Japan). Large format, b & w and high quality
colour reproductions throughout. Originally
published at £10.00. On offer at £4.50

Political Leaders of the NSDAP. Published at
£1.75.0noffer 75p

Handbook on the British Army 1943.
Organizations, equipment formation and pro
cedures. Drawn from official sources. Over 100
illus. £4.50

German Order of Battle, 1940 by Brian

Kenneth

£4.95

£3.95 each

Guderian, Panzer Leader by« Kenneth
Macksey. £4.95

Tank Battles in Miniature. Designed for the
micro-armour wargamer.

The Western Desert 1940-42.

The Russian Campaign 1941-45.
North West Europe 1944-45. £3.95 each
General

Gurkhas by David Bolt. The story of the tough
mountain people who made up the elite of the
British Indian Army. Illus. €3.25

Tanks in Battle by Col. Rogers. A technical and
tactical study. Published £5.00. On offer £2.50

Janes World Armoured Fighting Vehicles. The
most comprehensive work on modern A.F.V.S in
the English language. £7,95
Men Against Tanks. Col. J. Weeks. The story of
anti-tank warfare. €4.95

Ordering
Please read carefully.
U.K. and Eire

Write stating which titles you require and write
clearly your name and address. Enclose cash with
order adding 10p in the pound postage and
packing. Minimum postage 20p; Orders of £10
and over sent post free. Allow two to three weeks
for delivery.

Overseas

Postage rates for overseas customers are the
same as U.K. rates, but books are sent by surface
mail so allow extra time for delivery. Enclose cash
with order, either by Sterling Cheque or Inter
national Money Order: or write a cheque In your
own currency adding on 50p to cover our bank
charges.

Lists

Or send large S.A.E. for our full list of military
books (list free with order).

Shop
Our shop is open to the public 9.00-5.30; Mon-
Sat; closed Thursday. We also sell wargame^
figures and boardgames.

MINDEN
9 MARKET PLACE
MILDENHALL
SUFFOLK 1P287EF
Tel: Mildenhail 714115
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The Science Fiction and

Fantasy games magazine

The magazine of Science Fiction

and Fantasy Games.
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IN ISSUE 1;

THE MONSTERMARK

Monster malignity in Dungeons & Dragons.

METAMORPHOSIS ALPHA

Review & Suggestions

COMPETITIVE D&D

REVIEWS,TREASURE CHEST, NEWS & MORE

Sample copy - 50p+10 p&p
1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) - £3.00

Subscriptions & Enquiries to:
WHITE DWARF, 97 Uxbridge Rd., London W12 8NL.

All cheques/PO's payable to "White Dwarf" please.

AMERICAN FANTASY GAMES

MAGAZINES

'The Dragon" (TSR) - Sample copy and back
numbers (1-6 available) £1.25
1 -Year Subscription (8 issues) £10.00
"The Dungeoneer" (Jaquays) - Sample copy
and back numbers (1 -4 available) 50p
1 -Year Subscription (6 issues) £3.00

FANTASY FIGURES

MINIFIGS - Dungeons & Dragons,
Mythical Earth, Sword & Sorcery, Science
Fiction.

GREENWOOD & BALL - Garrison Sword

& Sorcery, Sanderson 54mm. Fantasy.

BARRY MINOT - Olympians Heroes &
Horrors, Thane Tostig.

SAE FOR COMPLETE LISTS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
POSTAGE AND PACKING
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OTHERWISE

SF/FANTASY

GAMES&

RULES

Dungeons & Dragons (TSR) £6.75
D&D Supplements (TSR) £3.40

Swords & Spells (TSR) £3.40

Battle of the 5 Armies (TSR) £3.50

Empireofthe Petal Throne (TSR) £16.75
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) £3.40

Citadel(FGU) £2.35

Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age (FGU) £3.50

Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3.50

Galactic Conquest (FGU) £2.35

NA/hite Bear & Red Moon (Chaosium) £6.95

Siege of MinasTifith (F&F) £3.75
Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40

The Ringbearer (LS) £1.95

SAE FOR FULL LISTS

(harass l^oRksbop
97 Uxbridg* Road, London W12 8NL

I 01-749-7049 I

W TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

JUSTARRIVED

Science Fiction/Fantasy Games:

Star Soldier (SRI) -Z-Pack

Arms Race (Attack)

Formalhaut II (Attack)

Rift Trooper (Attack)

Star Raider (Attack)

War of the Star Slavers (Attack)

WaroftheRing(FGU)
WAR Games:

Missile Crisis (Attack)

Rheinbung (Attack)

7th Cavalry (Attack)

Rules:

Valley Forge (TSR)

Bio One (TSR)

Field Regulations (TSR)

NEWTO FANTASY GAMING?

Send lOp in stamps + a large stamped
(lOp), addressed envelope for: Our
catalogue and price list, figures price list
and a D&D explanatory sheet.
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WARGAMERS
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Uniforms of Belgium 1880
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Editor: Donald FeatliRrstone
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EDITORIAL

blue blue

grey red block brown yellow white
& silver

The opinion has heen voiced that wargaming
would gain hy having a single standard set of 1 -U K Wy
rules in the manner of chess. It does not I fa ' vl S 1 SI mw/
take very long to detect the impracticahilities 1 t| |l\j llflffl Ju wl
of this if only because chess is played with two m
"set" forces whereas no two armies on the wargames jg**) jCA
table are ever alike. Then there is the question
of period - the tactical aspects of warfare in infantrv artillery compaiqn hussar
different periods of military history so widely "'"e mtantry artillery campaign
diverge as to make a standard set of rules quite i. - I j Ihi'llll I I

H fci 111! H tlmJ I I
On the other hand, there is much to he said . .. . .

for those wargamers who battle in a variety of dk. It. grey red black brown yellow white
periods establishing a basic framework or style blue blue & silver
upon which is overlaid those factors and aspects
peculiar to the period in which the battle is taking place.

But the discussion really can be taken further than this. Surely o"®
aspects of our table-top hobby is the manner in which it stimulates so much thought and dis^^
all aimed at the eventual and progressive improvement of the game itself. Two recent examples nav
brought this to my mind, both connected with the Newsletter. The April Dinner^of the'
history lecturer at the Royal Military Academy Camberley came as a Suest to the April Dinner of
Wessex Military Dining Club, staying overnight with the Editor to sufficient
ing and driving. Returning home at near midnight, repleted with It revolved
quantities of drink, we discussed a pet theory recently discovered to be ^ V
Lound realism on the wargames table and whether the antics armies 6°^ ̂
even coincidentallv what actually takes place on the battlefield. We both strongly naT-ti-:i"much to bf desired in the habits and Ltivities permitted by rules on warg^es tables part
cularly during the Napoleonic period which was the one under discussion. Despite ^^®
letlrel to thi wargamL room where we stood around the table posing formations in belli^^
as we sought solutions to our problems. What we came up ^ Period" lich
within two days Paddy had sent me an article on "Melees ^nd Firelights in the Napo
appeared in the June Newsletter. 1 had also been working ^1°"® the ®™®^^®®%fJSyIs Article.
tILslation into rules could be claimed to be slightly simpler than that suggested by Paddy sarti^
Suffice to say, this new method is being play-tested in Southampton by, 1 must coniess, siignxiy
luctant wargamers who have got accustomed to the old ways.

The second thing that occurred was when 1 received an article (in this ®g
Ed Saunders of Taunton. Ed was really in at the beginning, arrillgSlr 1
others and before 1 had appeared on the scene. In my ear y a auswprs to mv Questions A great
inundated Ed with letters and invariably received long and helpful answers to my questi g
ap«n nf mv baciio attitude to wargaming is derived from the stimulating enthusiasm, the efficient
nIIct?LT tSerts Ind Ihl frtShTI displayed towards me by Ed Saunders who was one of the prime

receives within its ranks.

Cover Picture: Majuba Hill 1881 -
from a diorama by Ted Suren of
WILLIE FIGURES.
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THE SIZE OF NAPOLEONIC BATTALIONS

Gerald P.Upton of 15 Liszt Gate. T.H. AOS Willp-wdale. Ontario. Canada

I have followed wl

strength (as of July's^
interest the ongoing discussion Graham Evans initiated concerning battalion
ue) and I hope I eun not too late to put my own in.

The several respondents to Graham's letter have gleefully quoted varying strengths of different
units at different times, but none of them seemed to go deeply into the reason for it. Without an
explanatio'n, Graham can-do no more than arbitrarily assign strengths to his units. Thus I will
attempt to make a resume of various "impressions" I have obtained through my various readings. I hope
no'one will be upset if I do not back up my arguments with specific references, for they are in truth
no more than generalities, and as such hard to pin down to a specific book.

In most, if not all, cases, British battalions recruited their own replacements in the British
Isles. If a battalion in the field was low in strength, i.e. as low as 250 men or even lower, it was
"rotated" home for recruiting and garrisoning. 1 seem to remember mention specifically of the 95th
Rifles having three battalions, one of which was always at home recruiting. When it was decently up
to strength, it was sent into the field, and whichever of the other two battalions was lowest in
strength went home. Although not all regiments had three battalions - most had either one or two;
some had more; as many as seven (Royal Scots) (l note that an exceedingly high proportion of one-
battalion regiments were to be found doing garrison duty overseas throughout the Empire) - however,
according to Margaret Longford (Wellington - The Years of the Sword), the Duke made quite sure that
for every under-strength battalion going home, there was at least one freshly re-recruited battalion
just come out. When there were no replacement units coming out, the understrength ones present were
simply kept on, which accounts for grossly under-strength and amalgamated battalions. In all my
reading 1 have come across no reference of large draughts of replacements being sent out to British
units in the field. At the risk of being proven wrong by specific references (which are usually
exceptions to the rule, anyway), 1 will reiterate that it is my impression that a battalion had to be
under a strength of 250 men before it would be considered for rotation home.

When mentioning draughts of replacements being sent out, 1 emphasise British troops, so 1 must
quickly mention the exception within the British army, i.e. the Kings German Legion. Although the
Legion managed to recruit directly in Hanover in 1805 and 1813-1^, and in Ireland in 1806, their
usual sources of replacements were German-speaking prisoners in the Peninsula, and Germanic fugitives
from Napoleon's Europe, forwarded from Britain.

As 1 see it, there were five distinct phases, in the war history of a battalion, that would
effect its strength. The first is the recruitment phase. As a general rule, few battalions ever
seemed to bring their strength much above 850 men before being shipped out. This may reflect the
persistent need for more battalions on the battlefield, and the reluctance of administrative brass
hats to leave troops idle in green pastures overlong. It may also demonstrate that the supply of
recruits for a certain unit in a particular area seems to dry up after a short while, even though a
different unit moving, into that area after it has been vacated by the previous unit will probably find
a good supply of recruits - for a while. Thus we find battalions that are busy recruiting being
shifted about the British Isles during the process. The exceptions to this general rule seem to be:
a) the Guards units, which tended to stay in the London area, and, because of their prestige, were
often able to recruit to over the established table strength; b) well-known units such as those of
the Light Division which attracted more volunteers because of their fame; and c) the Highland
Battalions, which were supposed to recruit exclusively in the Scottish Highlands, and often never
exceeded approximately 700 men right after recruitment efforts (sic) (despite the fact that certain
of these units were allowed to seek volunteers in the Irish "Highlands").

The second phase to affect a battalion is ■ when it leaves the barracks to begin bivouacking in
the field in the Peninsula. When the unit prepares to go overseas, those men who are obviously unfit
for active duties are left behind. Similarly, when the battalion begins to camp in the field, those
who are weak and prone to sickness will either die or be invalided home. Between leaving for active
service and becoming part of the main army, a unit could expect to lose at least 10^ of its strength.

The third phase for a unit is its first engagement with the enemy. This is the point when the
officers and men are least effective in battle (obviously), and most likely to sustain unnecessary
casualties. It is also the point when the faint of heart are most likely to try to desert or run
awayc

The fourth and fifth phases of a unit's history are a) the campaigns that follow (and sometimes
precede) the first battle, and b) the second and subsequent engagements that punctuate the campaigns.
As far as the campaign attrition is concerned, it would be mostly from sickness, desertion and
punishment. However, these would be in no way as grave as the losses sustained when a unit first
goes into bivouac, for after the first month or so, most of the weak, faint-hearted, and criminal
elements should have been weeded out.

Graham also queries about why all sources for French battalion strengths agree. The simple solu
tion is that the French had an interesting policy of maintaining the strength of their tactical units
in the field (i.e. the battalion or squadron) by reducing the size of their administrative unit, the
regiment. In practice, this means that if the 53rd Line Regiment of four battalions, suffers 25/^
casualties in battle, then the fourth battalion is broken up, and the men from it are used to bring
the other three battalions back up to strength. As a regular practice, this seems to have been
unique to the French at this time in Europe, although the Prussians seem to have done this often
times out of necessity with their Landwehr units. 1 also note that, of the five Prussian Reserve
regiments which had four battalions in 1813, at least four of them were down to three battalions by
1815.



Of course, the French would not let their regiments shrink away to one battalion each from
campaign attrition. They had a hack-up system of replacements. In common with the Russians and the
Austrians, the French maintained at least one depot battalion or squadron for each regiment in the
field. The depot battalion generally consisted of old or invalid officers and sergeants to do ad
ministrative and supply paperwork for the regiment, and some veteran sergeants to train the new
recruits sent to them. During an invasion of, or insurrection within, the country, these depot units
would be gathered together into ad hoc regiments, and take the field in Provisional- Divisionsv^The
French units which opposed the Walcheren expedition in 1809 were mostly depot. Also, the French some
times broke up whole Conscript regiments which had seen some action, i.e. veteran conscripts, and
spread the personnel amongst line regiments as replacements.

The standard French Regimental organisation at the beginning of a campaign, then, should be four
full-strength battalions/squadrons, plus a depot battalion/squadron back in France. Light infantry
and hussars would often have one more squadron/battalion than the average, however. (The elite 1st
Light Regiment at one point '1805") had nine battalions (two of them depot?), and it started the 1812
Campaign as a Brigade in itself, with five full battalions). The Dragoons, Lancers and Chasseurs in
evitably seem to be five or six squadrons strong. However, generally, two of these squadrons are
serving in Spain as provisional Regiments.

Taking note of a few beginnings of campaigns, 1 point out that, despite 3 years of "peace", some
of the French Infantry Regiments that entered Russia had only three battalions. As a rule of thumb
for the infantry in 1813: those units which returned from Russia were amalgamated into four battalion
regiments for the Spring; ■those that were brought into the field from garrison duty in Germany, Italy
and Spain had two or three battalions; the conscript regiments had sometimes three, but more often
four, battalions; and the National Guard and Marines invariably had four. A quick cheek of the French
Infantry Regiments at the beginning of the Waterloo Campaign shows a spread of from two to four
battalions per, with a majority, and average, of three.

1 have a simple method of determining sickness during a campaign. I somewhat arbitrarily say
that whatever part of an army is not billeted in a town or city on a night when it rains automatically
and permanently lose 1^ of its men and horses. For conscripts and National Guard, 2$. Of course,
this must be regulated by your campaign scales and determination of weather. I also have a determinate
for stragglers in a poor supply situation; 5^ per day of a unit that is poorly supplied, and 10^ for
one that is not supplied. These scroungers rejoin the regiment at the same rate that they left when
the regiment is properly supplied. I am considering adding desertion; i.e. one out of every five
foragers under the above conditions does not return.

I hope that my Impressions and ideas might help Graham and others like him.
those who know more than I will not find too many faults with this.

I also hope that

A CAMPAIGN CONCEALMENT MAP

Ed Saunders

(One of the very first British wargamers back in the early 1950's, Ed Saunders was a regular
contributer to the original WARGAMES DIGEST. He has always been a most stimulating companion and
wargamer and 1 owe a very great deal of my basic knowledge and enthusiasms to Ed - without his early
assistance 1 might well have abandoned the hobby! D.F.)

The idea is based on the matchbox concealment method mentioned in one of Don Featherstone's
books. The basic requirements are a shallow tray 3' x 3', and Ikk 3" x 3" squares of hardboard or
thick card to cover the bottom of the tray, which is painted in matt white or covered in white paper.
The 3" squares are placed in the tray and the required map painted or drawn on them. Each square is
eventually numbered. The map is utilised in this way. Suppose each player divides his army into 3
corps. Each player secretly pencils in the corps number under the map square of his choice on his
half of the map, OR the square chosen can be drawn by secret ballot. It is best to have the corps in
well separated squares at the beginning of a campaign. Corps ought to be kept in separate squares
until contact is made. Although of course campaign moves can be planned so that corps do get into
close contact, following thus. Military .Practice, Separate to Move, Concentrate to Strike.

For this system one does need a trustworthy opponent because each player while moving his own
corps secretly can take a peek under his opponents map squares. Movement is carried out in this way.
Each player prior to the opening of a campaign plots the moves of his corps square by square. Each
corps is given one dice throw per game-move untilai total is reached which enables it to move to the
next chosen square. Totals needed to move out of a square which has roads will be 9. If a road is
not available double that total will be needed. These totals can of course be varied according to
the needs of the player or if recce troops are used ahead of corps then a lower total is best.

The dice move idea can also be used in reverse if need be.. For instance you might get into con
tact with an enemy corps knowing full well that your own corps is sadly understrength and lacking in
morale. So once again throw dice to move out of a square but if the opposing player gets to his total
first you have to fight.

This variation of the matchbox idea can be used also for sea war and any other scheme needing
concealment without an umpire.



■THE BATTLE OF SPOLETO - 208 B.C.

Adam Comvay

As the early morning mist cleared to
a thin haze the sound of tinkling metal
and shouted commands reached the ears of
the forward sentries. A messenger was
hastily despatched and a few minutes later
stood outside Hannibal's tent, waiting for
the general to be roused. As soon as he
heard the news Hannibal looked for himself;
the opposite end of the plain, a mile away,
was obscured by dust clouds - so the
reports were true, the Romans had arrived
and were deploying for battle. As the
Carthaginians were being woken the far
away dust clouds settled, revealing an
awesome expanse of soldiers, their shields
and weapons glinting in the now-bright sun.
But Hannibal refused to hurry - "Let them
wait if they're so damn keen."
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Eventually all was ready and the I TftiAgii |
Carthaginians advanced, soon prompting the |spAiMingpil |spawia<io^|
mass of enemy to shift and ease forward, ~ ^
like a moving wall. As before every battle, it was strangely quiet, both sides holding their breath,
uneasy at the thought of death. The two armies had halted just five hundred yards apart, and it was
ten o'clock before there was any further movement on the battlefield.

Almost simultaneously both generals gave the signal and a steady advance began: Hannibal turned
to his left anxiously and saw the Numidians drawing away from the rest, as ordered. To his right
however, the Gauls were hesitating — he galloped over to them and within minutes they were under way,
towards the enemy line.

Scipio, meanwhile, had seen the enemy cavalry, but kept his Spaniards in check as long as
possible, to try to draw forward the enemy and isolate them. The cavalry could not be expected to
waj i long and they soon countercharged, simultaneously on each flank. The Numidian cavalry were the
fJ i pit to be engaged, quickly followed by the Gauls on the opposite flank, and a fierce melee ensued,
wj in the Numidians carefully avoiding intermingling with the Roman cavalry. But Hannibal was far too
bus> to pay much attention to the flanks — he was fully occupied slowing down the centre two units in
hit- line, so that those on their flanks were about fifty yards ahead. Scipio noticed this, but pre
sumed Hannibal was having difficulty controlling his somewhat ill-organised Gauls.

Romans - 1200 Hastati
1200 Princeps

600 Triarii
kOO Velites
800 Spanish infantry
650 Spanish cavalry

TOTAL 4850 men.

Carthaginians 1600 African heavy infantry
800 Spanish infantry
800 Gauls
200 Moors
200 Balearics
400 Gallic cavalry
400 Numidian cavalry

TOTAL 4400 men.

The two opposing skirmish lines were just thirty yards apart and after a brief exchange of
missiles they turned and passed through to the rear, their job of protection completed. When the
armies were just sixty yards apart the order to charge was given and the men broke into a brisk trot.
Hannibal now really was having trouble controlling his Gauls, only being able to keep them thirty
yards behind the Spaniards.

From several hundred yards away Scipio had seen that the enemy line looked rather thin and when
he saw it consisted of Spaniards and Gauls alone he began to wonder where the African heavy infantry,
who formed the backbone of Hannibal's army were. These men were largely armed with captured Roman
equipment, giving them a formidable morale effect, as well mi'.f; g them better troops. On closer
inspection Scipio saw they were stationed in two large blocks behind each flank of the line - perhaps
as a reserve to act as fresh troops, following the Roman example. In any case it was too late to do
anything about them as the opposing infantry had by now met and were fighting hand-to-hand.

When the two infantry lines clashed, because of the naLure of Hannibal's line, the Romans in the
centre of their line had to advance further to make contact with the enemy. This made their line un
even, as the flanking maniples crammed forwards to try to even out the kink in the rear of their forma-

All this while the cavalry melee was going on, but by now the difference in numbers was beginning
to tell against the Romans, who were pushed back and showed signs of breaking. Scipio had been
prepared for this however, stationing eight hundred Spanish infantry in reserve, for just this occur-
ence. The two units wheeled outwards and headed towards the flanks, as the first Roman cavalry unit
soon followed by the other, broke and fled from the field. As the Roman cavalry broke the Gauls '
charged off in full pursuit, while the more disciplined Numidians turned to attack the rear of the
legion, as ordered. The Spanish infantry, well-trained and fresh, withstood the attack of the rather
tired Numidians and held their ground, fighting bravely.

Things were nearing crisis point in the centre where, though cramped, the legionaries were slowly



pushing back the weaker Gauls anG Spaniards. Sclplo expected Hannibal to commit his African heavy
infantry at any moment, as the Carthaginian line was beginning to show signs of disintegratih&.';
But Hannibal had no such intention, for this was when he would win or lose the battle - he was
annoyed at the overkeeness shown by the Gallic cavalry and the apparent lack of success of the
Numidians, but his main attack was just beginning.

After hurried signals, the Africans on the left and right flanks promptly executed left and
right turns respectively, turning themselves into columns, one led personally by Hannibal, then
marched round their own line and into the flanks of the helpless legion, engaged to its front and too
tightly packed to manoeuvre freely. The Romans were thrown into confusion and the Spaniards and
Gauls to their front rallied, taking the initiative and pressing forward.

In a fast desperate effort Scipio moved the remaining four hundred Spaniards round to attack one
of the African columns, but they were intercepted by the Gallic cavalry who had finally rallied from
their pursuit, and the Spaniards were cut to pieces. On all sides the Carthaginian forces squeezed
the encirclement ring tighter, until the exhausted Romans, their leader dead, surrendered.

This wargame was fought using 15mm Minifigs troops and the A.B.C. rules. In many it illustrated
what I and my friends believe to be the better side of the hobby. Both sides went through all the
pre-battle planning suggested in most rules - reconnaissance, maps for deployment and orders. As a
result the Carthaginians were able to use tactics identical to those at Cannae - with similar results.

One of the most satisfying things in this immensely
able to formulate a complicated tactical plan, which won
in getting his troops to stick to it, on more than one oc
that his Gallic infantry would go off in a characteristic
cavalry, having defeated the Roman allies, promptly caree
attacking the rear of the legion, their general used unre
lost all self-control when the same cavalry returned just
who could have done serious damage to the African column

enjoyable wargame was the way Hannibal was
him the battle, yet he had great difficulty
casion. For example, he was always worried
uncontrolled charge; and when the Gallic
red off the edge of the board instead of
peatable language! On the other side Scipio
in time to intercept the Spanish infantry
they were moving towards.

We use the A.D.C. rules because they encourage friendly wargaming and do not really require an
umpire, if both players are prepared to play by the spirit of the rules (e.g. in this wargame we both
decided that as the Roman legionaries were fairly cramped they would have great difficulty in turning
to face the African columns attacking their flanks - even though no such provision exists in the
rules) As a final note, the battlefield was in fact much larger than the maps suggests, allowing
considerable freedom for flanking movements.

MUST LIST - CONTINUED FROM PAGE

too small for the major manufacturers. Drop him (or me) a line if you have any ideas.

MINIATURE FIGURINES have been extremely busy of late moving into extensive new premises not too
far away from the old ones where their shop remains in its original position and is open to wargamers
who desire to make personal purchases. I hear that there is a new line of 15mm Chinesaand Japanese
Ancients and at the same period of figures are coming out in 25mm. Peter Manning, their industrious
15ram designer, has been turning his hand to 25mm and is at present working on the most extensive
range of figures for Colonial wargaming. I have been advising him on this when asked and hope that
the range, when completed, will have all those items that the other ranges haven't got! Readers will
remember an article on this very point by Doug Johnson in the Newsletter about two or three years ago
in which he complained about the scarcity of accurate representation of Native opponents and also the
Native troops who did most of the fighting in these wars. These items together with such things as
the Ipdr Poms-poms used by the Boers, will be eagerly awaited.

From Ray Seton of WARRIOR FIGURES has come a little box containing his latest models which I
really feel are among his best. It is most interesting to see that he is~producing what is probably
the first range, certainly in this country, of figures for the American-Mexican War of 1846. If ever
there was a cmapaign tailor-made for wargaming this is it and could form an ideal "second" period
with small armies. When writing the relevant volume of "Wargames Through The Ages" I found the re
search reading on this war to be quite compelling and I thoroughly recommend it to wargamers who want
something a little out of the ordinary. WARRIOR METAL MINIATURES have also turned out 'a diorama set
of figures inspired by the recent B.B.C. production I, Claudius. The range consists of Claudius,
Aggippina, Caractacus, a Minor Chief, two legionaries and a general. I understand that new catalogues
are in ^he course of preparation and that the next items to be offered will be a set of 20mm World
War Two figures, first German and British, and American to follow. Presumably these will tie-in with
the Airfix, Matchbox and Atlantic ranges and should be in time for the boom which may follow from the
film A BRIDGE TOO FAR.

HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES can now supply 1:200 scale galley fleets with oars and sails beginning
with the Greek Trireme, a Carthaginian Quinquireme and Hellenistic Hepters. Model makers will be
interested In inexpensive scenic bases supplied by S.K. MODELS of 6 Mossville Gardens, Morden, Surrey.
DEK MILITARY MODELS, 71 Vaughan Way, Leicester, have put out a new range of 80mm metal figures under
the heading of "All The Queen's Men" which includes numerous figures of the late 19th century period
including a Boer War private based on the famous Caton Woodville illustration of the defiant British
infantryman. It seems as though the Ancient warships mentioned above might be produced by NAVWAR
PRODUCTS LIMITED of 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, well known for their extensive range of ships for
naval wargaming in all periods. DIXON'S MINIATURES offer in 25mm scale I5/l6th century Samurai in
a range that includes both foot and mounted figures. WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP can now provide lists
giving compositions and points values to representive Ancient.,lArmies in the form of booklets which
provide proportions for 48 representatives armies for the whole period which are now in preparation
and will be ready shortly, probably at 75p. PETER LAING has not said much about his new 12-part
kit to make a siege van l5mm scale selling at £2.00p. His range of Mediaeval figures and siege
equipment in this scale is also impressive. MICRO MOLD, Station Road, East Preston, West Sussex,
are the makers of BELLONA wargames scenery and landscape models and are advertising 25mm scale Ancient
hill forts at 79p and various sections for rivers and roads together with bridges.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14



TALKING WARGAMING

In 1853, in an attempt to clear up a multi
plicity of swords, it was decreed that all
cavalry troopers were to he armed with the same
pattern of sword. It was not an entirely
successful attempt at uniformity. It had been
the custom to import swords in quantity from
German firms; the complaints regarding the
dubious quality of these weapons passed unheard
until the fighting in Egypt against the Mahdi
and his dervishes in the 1880's. During the
fierce battles, many weapons completely failed
their bearers - blades and hilts were bent or

even broken not only in action but in the
ordinary wear and tear of campaigning. During
the Boer War, the sword although generally
worn by cavalry, proved quite useless in action
and it was not until after this period that a
really first rate weapon was designed and made
in any quantity.

Napoleonic "RHA Rocket Troop" Photo shows a
siege rocket firing frame. Frame scratch
built, figures by Hinchliffe Ltd. (Kindly
provided by Stuart Asquith).

ooOoo-

RULE OF THE MONTH:

Mines - Minefields are marked upon
engineering troops with each man laying
rate. Personnel thus engaged are non-c
attacked. There are two types of mines
points value of 6 per tank for as long
from book "WARGAMES" by D.Featherstone)
is thrown each move for as long as the
safe. All vehicles and troops crossing

the map of the player who lays them. They are laid by
one inch to each side of himself and he moves at i his normal

ombatants but are armed to defend themselves if they are
- Anti-tank and anti-personnel. Anti-tank have an attack-
as the tank is actually on the minefield (if using W.W.2 rules

Anti-personnel mines have a l-J" burst-pattern and a dice
troops are on the minefield. Troops who do not move are
minefields only move at half their normal rate.

ooOoo

German airborne operations in Norway and Denmark proved extremely successful and achieved the
results that could not be obtained by any other means. Historically significant, they proved vital
to the overall plan this success being achieved by combination of specialist airborne soldiers and
ordinary infantry carried by air.

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by R.G.Knoyle:

1 have recently been attempting to convert Airfix figures of the HO/OO scale into figures of
different types and periods, through the use of halves of razor blades to remove superfluous uniform
details and items of equipment. Unfortunately, 1 do not think that 1 have chosen a very successful,
easily controllable and painless method, and therefore, 1 shall be very grateful if you would kindly
suggest some more suitable piece's of equipment that will give a more "professional" finish to the
figures and my fingers.

ooOoo

UNIQUE SET OF SOLDIERS;

The Miniature Figure Collectors Society of America has received a letter indicating that a set
of 120 soldiers ordered by Napoleon 1 in 1811 for his son is available for purchase. The correspon
dent suggesi? a rich collector. For details write to Thierry E.lzoard, 20 Rue Molitor, 75016, Paris,
Franch.

ooOoo—-

HINT OF THE MONTH;

Airfix, or similar plastic figures will stand on, and even climb, the steepest hills if based on
thin sheet lead instead of card.

ooOoo

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

What fort was unsuccessfully attacked by British Regulars, who lost 1,500 men, in July 1758?
What was the name familiarly given in the British Army to the old flint-lock musket?
What was a "Bell of Arms"?

When was the first issue of bayonets to the British Army?
Dates of Battles of - (a) Prestonpans: (b) Tinchebray: (c) Harlem Heights (American Revolution):

(d) Inchon (Korean War) and (e) Malplaquet.



NOTES ON LANCERS

C. F. Polkowskl

At the heginning of the 18th century "flags" of Tartar cavalry had heen armed with short lances.
King Augustus II of Poland took over these troops and in 1733 they were formed into regiments of
Uhlans in his Palace Guard and in 1764, these regiments passed into the army of the Crown under the
names of the 4th and 5th Regiments of the Grand Kingdom of Lithuania Vanguard. In 1774, two more
regiments of this type were created from the King's Palace Uhlans under the name of light horse and
from 17751 a number of such regiments were organised in both the Crown and Lithuanian Vanguards.

After the Confederation of Bar, the army adopted the "Kenfederatka", the four-square headpiece,
as the main head-dress and during the "Four Year Sejm" (prior to the Second Partition of 1792), the
rest of the later traditional Uhlan uniform, which was to be copied all over Europe, was adopted.

Provisional Uhlan regiments were also created in other countries; during their Silesian War, in
1740, the Austrians had an Uhlan freikorps and the Prussians had Natzmers Uhlans. However, these
units were not particularly successful and soon disappeared. In 1743, Maurice of Saxe, son of Poland's
Saxon King, organised a Polish regiment for Louis; half the men were szlachta (gentry) armed with 9ft
long lances whilst the rest were "paysans" (peasants) equipped as dragoons. By 1762, these soldiers
became known as dragoons and from 1791, they became the 17th Regiment of Dragoons and as such fought
throughout the Napoleonic era and much later. Not used to the lance, none of these short-lived units
wore the kenfederetka.

In Prussia there was a regiment of Bosnians (1745) which, amalgamated with Colonel Baranowski's
Tartars (1795) formed the Towarzys (ISOO) and in 1809, the Prussians formed two regiments of Uhlans,
based on the Polish pattern, but these were too heavily armed to be light cavalry.

The French did not develop the lancer until the latter half of the 1st Empire and until then had
had to rely on their allies and auxiliaries. The first lancer regiments were those of the Imperial
Guard: Krasinski's and Colberts together with the Lancers of Berg. Nine line regiments were made into
lancers, six were formed from former regiments of dragoons, one from a regiment of horse chasseurs and
the other two were the regiments taken from the Legion of the Vistula. The latter three regiments
wore Polish style uniforms as did the other six eventually.

In Russia, the first regiment of Uhlans were introduced in 1803 - the Odessa regiment. At Vilna
in about 1797, a Polish regiment of dragoons had been organised which was later to form two regiments
of Uhlans - the Polish and the Lithuanian. During the Battle of Austerlitz, the charge of the 1st.
Uhlans of the Guard (including many Poles) was made with such bravado that the French centre was badly
damaged. In .1812, the Russians had 6 regiments of Uhlans, in 1840 they had 22 and 14 by 1870.

Britain created its first regiments of lancers in 1816 after unhappy experiences against that
arm - the 5th, 9th, 12th and l6th regiments. One of the instructors of the 9th was Major de Montmer-
ency who had been taken prisoner in the Peninsular during 1811 and then spent three years in Paris.
Whilst on parole, he observed the Poles training and later, in 1820, he published the first manual
devoted to lance exercise; this book became the basis for all the future British training in that
weapon.

Kazimierz Pulaski, the organiser of the American cavalry, tried to have the light lance adopted
in that country but was unsuccessful. The lance was never to become a regular weapon of the new
countries army although the 2nd Dragoons contained two companies of lancers for a while (regiment
formed in 1836).

Polish lancers became an integral part of the Austrian army and as stated elsewhere, Poniatowski
organised two "divisions" of that arm for the Emperor. These two formations formed part of the
regiment of Uhlans created in 1791, and the regiment of the Emperor's Light Horse, which had included
the Tarnow squadrons, was itself changed into lancers in 1850 when it became the 6th Regiment.
Organised in Hungary, the first regiment comprised elements of the v.Levenehr and Kaiser (as already
mentioned), and of the Lobkowitz and Karaiczay Light Horse and although at first containing some
Polish officers, these disappeared by the time of the Kingdom of Poland, with most of the commanding
positions being occupied by Hungarians. The regiment was recruited in Galicia and towards the time
of the First War, Polish names once more reappeared amongst the officers - this regiment passed over
to the Polish army in 19I8. In 1812, Austria had three lancer regiments - Meerveldt, Schwarzenberg
and Erzherzog Karl and by 1854 there were 12 such regiments.

During its 134 years of existence within the Austrian ranks, the 1st Regiment was distinguished
many times. The first engagements were fought in the Turkish War of 1788-91; in 1795, at St. Giacomo
in Italy, a squadron of the regiment charged the French and killed 400 of them also taking 110
prisoners. Marmont and Scherer were to write that they had the elite of the Austrian army before
them in that campaign and these fought like lions. On the night of 8 May 1796, three "divisions"
took Cudogna where the French General Lacharpe was killed. There were many brave charges such, as
at Lodi where a squadron covered the Austrian retreat and at the evacuation of Cremona a platoon made
six charges against ten times their number. During a sortie from Mantua, a few men captured 200
French, 5 guns and 60 wagons and on 21 June 1800 a lancer killed the famous French Grenadier, Captain
Latour d'Auvergne and on the 28 November a regiment of cuirassiers was broken. At Leoben, on 2
November 1805, a party of the regiment thrice attacked thus saving two battalions from encirclement
and capturing 500 Frenchmen. During 1848/9, the regiment was used against the Hungarian insurgents
who had a force of Polish volunteers on their side, including some lancers. During the Austro-
Prussian War of 1866, at Oswiecim, the Prussian 2nd Landwehr Uhlans were broken by a much smaller
body of Polish Uhlans. In I860 a "division" was given to form a regiment of Uhlan volunteers which
later became the 13th Uhlans; this regiment won great renown at Custozza in 1866.



I'he length ot the lance was of the greatest Importance; |\|
The Austrian regiments originally had 2.520 mm. long, light R \
lances; the regiments of the Vistula had weapons 265 cm long I fiaW _ .. . .
whilst the Poles of the Guard had lances 287 cms long. I 2«l?rimenri8i"o'"
Wielhorski writes that the Napoleonic lance was 2761 mm in fc
length and that the British said it was 2769 mm long.. After tA
the First War, the Poles lances were 2970 mms whilst the
German lance was 3190 mms at about the same time. The
weapons in the 18th century Polish Crown army were between
2587 and 2875 mms in length. The British made a terrible
mistake with the initial introduction of a 16 ft lance (akin
to that of the Cossacks) which was kept until 1829 and dur- ^ ^
ing the latter half of the 19th century there was even an
attempt to adopt a 6 ft lance but this was too much like the \
weapon used for pig-sticking and was not adopted. The 'final' ' i /
British leince was some 9 ft long in the 20th century. \ln_

At first, the French light horse lancers were novices . jif . Ill
with the lance and unlike the Poles they had no inherent
aptitude for the weapon. Krasinski's regiment was taught by ill
instructors from Konopka's regiment (the lancers, the 7th, J/ff mL /j)
of the Legion of the Vistula) and Krasinski published train- I |i|Y
ing instructions in Paris during 1811 - Essai sur le mani- /( '8^ /it
ment de la lance. At the battle of the Katzbach, in 1813, y/l^
the French 23rd Horse Chasseurs were unable to break a r)
square of Prussian infantry which could not fire because of
rain and when the 6th French Lancers were sent in, they successfully managed to cut open the formation
because of their longer weapons. At Genappe, in 1815, some of Shbervies Lancers, in the village, lower
ed their lances and thus formed a wall of points which the British Hussars (the 7th) were unable to
penetrate. Later the lancers were broken by a charge of the British heavy cavalry Lifeguards. The
light horse l«ncers did not outlive the Napoleonic wars.

In I8I5, a regiment of Lancers of the French King's Guard wAs'creatdd, these became the Orleans
Lancers in 1830. By 1831 there were six lancer regiments and in 1851 there were eight. There was also
a regiment in the Imperial Guard of Louis Napoleon - the collapse of this regime saw the end of the
French lancer.

Many states had lancers - Berg, Westphalia, Bavaria, Saxony, Vurttemberg, Hanover, Belgium, etc.,
and during the Boer War, a regiment of Australian New South Wales Lancers fought in South Africa. The
lance was abandoned in the British Army after that war but : it was reintroduced before igi-ii. Between
the Napoleonic and Boer Wars, the British Lancers proved themselves many times. The number of lancers
was increased in 1823 with the equipping with lances of the 17th Light Dragoons; this regiment was part
of the famous Light Brigade which charged at Balaclava in the Crimean War. At Ulundi, in South Africa
during 1879, they broke the Zulus and the 21st Lancers won their battle honour at Omdurman in the
Sudan - these two regiments were combined in 1922 and were mechanised in 1937.

Constantly in action and training, the British lancer developed a proficiency which made them a
worthy rival to the original Polish lancers. There was plenty of action in places such as India, such
as those of the l6th at Sobraon and Aliwal in 18^16. William IV ordered all the regiments to wear red
in 1831 and in 1837 all the lancers wore blue except for the l6th, the first British regiment to fight
with the lance in India in 1825 at Bhurtpore.

In 1890, the lance became the principSfy^lSj^on of the German army. The 19th Wurttemberg Uhlans
were direct descendants of Polish lancers enrolled within the Wurttemberg service; this particular
unit served until 19I8. The Reichwehr had Uhlans after 1918 but these soon disappeared. The Prussian's
pennants were black and white, the Bavarians were blue and white, the Saxons were green and white;
black and yellow for the Austrians and red and white for the British.

The First World War saw little effective cavalry action in Europe. Bolevslawski wrote about the
casualties caused by the Germans to his lancer regiment of the Polish Legion serving with the Russians;
the Russian 12th Hussars were equipped with the lance in 1909 and in the summer of I916, at the time
of the offensive to the Volyn, a regiment of Bavarian infantry were charged by the 12th Cossacks and
destroyed - all the victims had smashed-in chests. In one incident, the lancers wore able to reach
enemy troops hidden in trees which their sabre-armed comrades could not damage,

mv. resurrected after that war and within the new army there were many lancer regiments.The War of 192O must have been the last where cavalry settled great issues; in 1939, the Poles had 2?
regiments of Uhlans, an anachronism which was to cost them dear in the war against Nazi Oermay, The
September Campaign was the swan song of this weapon and its place passed into the history books.

MUST LIST - CONTINUED FROM PAGE II

Noted in recent adverts - from TRADITION a new range of llOmm figui-e 'kits by Ronald Cameron
beginning with the German infantry 1 private in Russia 19^3, French Imperial Guard Grenadier of 1812
and a private of a flank company of the 3rd Foot Guards 1815. All at £8.75p each plus postage and
packing. GAMES WORKSHOP (advertised in this magazine) have a Science Fiction and Fantasy Games
magazine WHITE DWARF - sample copy 50p plus lOp postage and packing. They also have a range of
Science Fiction/Fantasy board games. PETER KEMPLAY (lb Chapel Hill, Skipton, Yorks) offers a service
of professionally painted 25mm wargames figures "any figures of many periods supplied singly, regi
ments, armies." Figures are painted to grade one basic colours only and grade two with details and
shadings. Prices - Foot grade one 30p, grade two 50p; Mounted grade one iop and grade two £1.25p.
Wargames scenery, houses, bridges, etc., can be made to order at any scale and they also have second
hand figures always available.



A NAPOLEONIC SKIRMISH WARGAME

Charles Kinis

The Sides:

British. ^2nd Highlanders 4

1. Ensign Adams - Average
2. Private Anderson - Veteran
3. Private McLaughlin - Veteran
k. Private Craig - Average
5. Private Grant - Average
6. Private Campbell - Novice.

French. Old Guard. l/3rd Chasseurs. 2/2nd Grenadiers

A. Lieutenant Fare - Veteran
B. Grenadier Coignet - Veteran
C. Grenadier Gouffier - Average
D. Chasseur Rosselet - Veteran
E. Chasseur Chamans - Veteran.

Situation:

The small group of Frenchmen have become separated from their units. On the way to the supply
depot they are discovered by foraging Highlanders, who give chase. The French come across a deserted
inn, and take up their ambush positions. The Highlanders advance down the road, with Grant scouting
ahead. Positions at this time are shown on the diagram.
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The Fight:

Grant advanced to the Junction of the
roads and stopped to have a look round. He
spotted easily the colour:ful red and green
plumes of the Chasseurs and as he turned to
shout back this information, both Coignet
and Rosselet shot at him. Miraculously, both
shots missed and as Grant dived for cover in
the hedge to his right, the Highlanders broke
into a run. The inexperienced Adams sent his
best men, Anderson and McLaughlin on a flank
ing move. As the Highlanders came charging
down the road, Chamans took aim. Waiting
until they were within about 10 paces he fired,
and the young officer fell with a severe leg
wound. Rosselet, feverishly reloading, was
knocked backwards by a well aimed shot from
Grant. His arm was badly smashed.

The two Highlanders, Craig and Campbell,
stood leaderless in the middle of the road.
Both Grenadiers burst from the inn and charged
towards them, while Chamans came leaping over
the wall in front of them. Craig snapped off
a shot which missed Chamans by yards. The
novice, Campbell, shakily pointed his musket
at the seemingly enormous Coignet rushing to
wards him.

At this point, the French officer realised
he had no reserve. The two veteran Scots were
racing towards the melee, and his men were all
in the open, with empty muskets. He therefore

remained behind the wall and pointed his pistol at the two advancing Highlanders.

Another man feeling rather nervous was Grant. Having shot Rosselet, he was desperately re-loading,
hoping to get off another shot before the charging Gouffier could reach him. Meanwhile, the quaking
Campbell had missed Coignet, and was now engaged in desperately fighting the huge veteran. Craig was
also holding his own against Chamans.

Emerging around the bush (x on diagram) both Anderson and McLaughlin were surprised to see any of
their men still standing. Not hesitating a moment, they leapt over the hedge to aid their hard pressed
comrades. Fare's pistol bullet took McLaughlin in the shoulder in mid-flight, knocking him backwards
over the hedge. Following up. Fare leapt over the wall towards the scrummage. Shocked by the wounding
of his old mate, Anderson went hurtling into Chamans, who fell before the enraged Scot. However,
Coignet, the huge veteran, swung his musket at little Campbell, who reeled over backwards with a badly
smashed arm. Grant and Gouffier were otherwise engaged, furiously tearing down the hedge to get at
each other.

The situation now was that the two Highlanders, Anderson and Craig, were being advanced upon by
Coignet and the wounded Rosselet. Grant and Gouffier continued to tear at each other in the hedgerow.



The hadly wounded Ensign. Adams, got painfully to his feet, only to he confronted with a charg
ing Fare, sword drawn. Perhaps under-estimating his adversary. Fare attacked. Using all his strength,
Adams swung his old Highland broadsword, and the heavy blade crashed through Fares guard killing him
instantly.

Anderson however, was knocked flying by the charging Rosselet, who followed up and dealt a mortal
hayonet-wound. Little Craig was still fighting bravely with Coignet. Adams turned his attention on
Rosselet, busy hayonetting Anderson on the ground. Again he swung the sword hut this time with not
so much strength. Even so, the blade hacked a sizeable chunk out of Rosselet's leg, and he crumpled
into the dust for a second time. The battle in the hedgerow had now been concluded - Grant lay on
the ground with a severe wound in his shoulder and Gouffier was now advancing to "aid" Coignet. Adams
watched helpless as the two huge grenadiers battered little Cralg into the ground. The wounded
McLaughlin climbed painfully over the hedge towards Adams and they both limped off in retreat.

Conclusion:

As the two Frenchmen regained their breath, they surveyed the scene around them. The small area
of the cross-roads was littered with seven bodies. In fact out of the original eleven men, these two
were the only ones without a serious wound. Fare and Chamans were dead, Rosselet very badly wounded
and out of the Highlanders Anderson and Craig were dead with the other two groaning on the ground,
clutching badly smashed arms.

Two bad mistakes led to this bloody slog in the road. Firstly Fare and his men should have
waited until the Highlanders were closer then let loose with a volley, and then charge into the shaken
Highlanders. It was unfortunate that Grant spotted their plumes, but had they been behind the wall
and not the hedge, he would not have done.

The biggest blunder was made by the inexperienced and rash young Scottish officer. Upon receiv
ing the information of French positions he should have ordered a slow careful attack spread out over
the countryside, with a flanking force sent around to the left. Certainly, he should never have sent
his only experienced men on an out-flanking move, while rushing at a veteran enemy with fairly fresh
troops. Also he should have used more fire-power. Only one shot was fired by the British which was
aimed, the other two were panic actions.

The figures used were the new Foremost Napoleonics. They are larger than many wargaming figures
and are absolutely ideal for skirmishing, as they are made in lively positions. The inn started life
as "La Belle Alliance." Walls were Bellona and Britairs. I used the rules from "Skirmish War.gaming"
by Don Featherstone, with simplified wound categories.

TRANSPORT AND SUPPLY

Alan Wicks

This list is taken from Appendix XI of "The Army in India
and its Evolution, I924", and is based on the daily needs (90O
tons) of 4 Divisions at that time.

No,REQUIRED DAILY
TO LIFT 900 RADIUS REMARKS

(1) Broad
Gauge
Trains

(2) Light
Railway
Tra ins

(3) 3-ton
Lorries

(4) 3-owt Lorries 6OO
(pneumatic cord
tyres)

(5) Ford Vans 2,500

(6) A.T,Carts

(7) Camels 45,000

Rate of construc

tion beyond rail
head, 1 mile per
day (max.).

Rate of construc

tion beyond rail
head, 2 miles per
day.

The passage of
50 heavy lorries completely destroys even a good unmetalled
road.

Good \inmetalled road will carry this traffic for a week.

50 42 Length of column excessive. Useful load small. Very extrav
agant in personnel, petrol, etc. But largely independent of
roads in normal country.

10* 13 If the round trip is impractical at any stage, the number of
carts working on that stage must be doubled.

10* 65 The same remarks apply as in (6) above. In addition each
(double banked) stage added to the line reduces the useful load of camels

126 working in the preceding stages, and increases the numbers
(single file) needed proportionately.

*Thus, if the round trip is more than 20 miles from the railhead, a second complete echelon Of carts is re
quired, and so on.



Phoenix
Producers

ix Model Developments Ltd.
of Miniature Historic Figures & Sqale Models etc.

Our Silver Jubilee Commemorative Parade is provided by the PHOENIX 30mm bands,
colours and escorts of the Coldstream Guards, Royal Marines, Royal Navy, Royal Air
Force and Royal Artillery, with the drum horse and trumpeters of the Life Guards.

1^- 45gp- ■ ft&BP • «,&»-

30mm PARADE
SERIES
BAND of the ROYAL ARTILLERY (WOOLWICH>

The instruments and reference numbers ror these

figures are the same as our existing ranges of
bandsmen, etc., as listed in our catalogue, but with
the prefix letters PT/. This band also includes the
additional figure of the Director of Music.

ALL IN KIT FORM @ 30p EACH (Incl. postage & V.A.T.)

CATALOGUE/HANDBOOK 60p (Incl. postage) U.S.A. $3.00 (airmail)
Buy it with Access

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810 612



PETER KEMPLAY
IB CHAPEL HILL SKIPTON YORKSHIRE TEL: SKIPTON 5772
Military Models — Books — Prints — Paintings — Retail — Mail Order

— Distribution — Export — Military Antiques -

BOOKS A Selection from our ever growing stocks of
military books carefully chosen for their authenticity and
good value for money. A full book list is available at 2 5p.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Of special interest to wargamers and students of military
history:
"FIREPOWER" by Maj. Gen Hughes. Study in depth of
weapon effectiveness 1630-1850. 170pp numerous
fascinating illus. £4.95 + 45p P/P.
"FLAGS AND STANDARDS of the NAPOLEONIC
WARS" by Keith Over. Packed with information never
before published under one cover. Well illustrated in col.
andB/W. £3.80 + 35p P/P.
WATERLOO by Lachouque. The outstanding volume in
recent years on the Waterloo campaign. Large format.
fully bound, packed with col. & B/W illus. of uniforms.
battle scenes, plans etc. We must advise that the book is
likely to go out of print soon. £7.95 + 55p P/P.
Lace Wars The finest work by the Funckens yet I
Vol I 1700-1800 French-Pruss/Brit infantry
Vol 11 1700-1800 Fr/Pruss/Brit/Allled cavalry and
artillery.
French text but easily followed col. illus on every page,
numerous charts etc. Fully bound.
Price each volume: £6.50 + 55p P/P
Price for two volumes: £13.00 post free.

Osprey' Men at Arms' series
Entire range stocked - fastest service on
these excellent and well proven books. All
stiff covers, col/b/w illus. Detailed text.
Napoleonic
Napoleons Cuirassiers & Carabiniers
Napoleons German Allies
(Nassau. Oldenburg) Spanish Arr
Foot Grenadiers Imp Gd Scandinavi<
Chasseurs a Cheval Imp Gd Bluchers Ar
Napoleon's Artillery Russian Arr

Spanish Armies
Scandinavian Armies
Bluchers Army
Russian Army Nap Wars

Napoleon's Dragoons/Lancers Black Brunswickers
Napoleons German Allies (I)
Austro/Hungarian Army

Kings German Legion
Wellingtons Peninsula Army

Other Periods:
The American Indian Wars 1860-1890

Roman Army. CeasartoTrojan
Medieval European Armies
The Landsknechts

T. U.S. Cavalry
George Washingtons Army
Colonial Wars

The Sudan Campaigns
TheBoerWar \
TheZuluWar I
17th/18thC f
The English Civil War {
Frederick the Great's Army L

R

p

NEW BOOKS

•THE SAMURAI"

S. R. Turnbuil. Beautifully illustrated history and account of
Samurai life and warfare. Weapons, armour, battles etc.
320pp. £8.00 + 55p P/P.
"NAPOLEON'S ENEMIES" (based on 'Osprey' series)
by Richard Warner. Colourful guide to the armies who
fought Napoleon with numerous colour and B/W il
lustrations of uniforms etc. £5.95 + 45p P/P

BLANDFORD UNIFORM BOOKS.
Fully bound, each approx 120 mm x 180 mm, numerous full
colour unif. plates plus detailed text.
Military Unif. of the World (Kannik) 1600-1900 £ 1.90 +
30p P/P.
Uniforms of the ACW £2.65+ 30p P/P
Uniformsof theAmerican Revolution £2.25 + 30p P/P
Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars £1.65 + 30p P/P
Uniforms of Waterloo £ 1.90 + 30p P/P
Warriors and Weapons (3000 BC - 1700 AD) £2.40 +
30p P/P
Uniformsof the Retreat from Moscow £2.95 + 30pP/P

emember - we can supply nearly all Funcken. Leo Cooper. Seeley Service,
in-print military titles including the Wargames Research Group, Bivouac
ublications of Osprey, Almark, Arms

and Armour. Blandfcrd, Macdonald.
etc. If you have trouble obtaining any
military book - contact us I

PAINTS, BRUSHES ETC
Finest quality sable brushes:
00 - 42p
0-45p
1 - 47p P/P: 1 Bp per item
2 - 50p
Rose paints Matt, quick drying, casein
based waterproof (but can be mixed with
water). White black, scarlet, crimson,
yellow, ochre, .dark blue, light blue, dark
green, light green, brown. 24p per tube or
set of 11 for £2.50 + 30p P/P.
Rose Gold Powder for the finest metallic
finish. Set of 3 shades plus bottle of
medium: 60p + 20p P/P.

VISIT

our SHOP - NORTHERN GARRISON'

at lb. Chapel Hill SKIPTON where you
will find the largest selection of military
figures in the North, plus books etc.
Always a good stock of antique
weapons. Open Tues-Sat 10.00 am-
1.00 pm. 2.00 pm-5.00 pm. CLOSED
ALL DAY MONDAY.

Painted Figures and
Dioramas

For many years we have pro
vided a professional service of
high quality to private collec
tors and museums. All models

which we supply can be pro
duced hand painted and we
are pleased to provide
estimates for any kind of com

missioned work.

ATTENTION WARGAMERStll
In addition to our mail order service for all Hinchllffe and Minifig ranges (see below
for catalogue prices) we can offer professionally painted wargame figures in 25mm
scale. Any figure from any period supplied, singly, regiments, armies (special
quotations)-you name it! Figures painted to two distinct standards:

GRADE i Basic colours only. GRADE 11 With details and shading.
(Neither Grade will disgrace you on the battlefield I)

Prices:

Foot:

Foot Stds:

Mounted:

Mounted Stds:

(Equipment, elephants etc
also available -send for

further details)

Two highly colourful and informative books by Peter
Connolly, each lavishly illus. with colour. Battles,
weapons, armour, organisation, tactics etc. 282 mm

X 219 mm. 80pp. Hardback.

THE ROMAN ARMY

THEGREEKARMIES

Each £2.95+ 40p P/P
(both volumes; £6.30 incl. P/P)

WARGAME SCENERY Houses, bridges etc. all made to order for any scale.

SECOND HAND FIGURES always available-send S.A.E. for lists.

We will provide estimates with pleasure but please send a S.A.E. with all enquiries.

The only really comprehensive Mail Order Service which is truly Inter
national.

Numerous satisfied customers in the UK, USA, EUROPE, CAflTADA, AUSTRALIA,
MIDDLE EAST etc-why not join them?

NO GIMMICKS - NO OUTRAGEOUS CLAIMS - Just a reliable service - as swift
as possible - from a firm with over 10 years experience.

TRADITION
80 mm scale figures by John Willis

We are pleased to announce that all these kit figures are now available
with the new large round bases which have proved so popular.

New Additions:

Marshal Bessiers

Mussolini

Goering

The Kaiser

Frederick the Great

Nelson

French Napoleonic
A saiaction from the range: Empress Dragoon Officer
Potsdam Giant Grenadier Empress Dragoon TrooperPotsdam Giant Grenadier Empress Dragoon Trooper

Carabinier Officer

Carabinier Trooper
Chasseur a Cheval Trooper
Hussar Trooper (1815)
Marine of the Guard

Inf. Prvt (Campaign Dress).v*.^dmpaign uress;.

PRfCES: Kit: £3.75 each plus 25p P/P
Also available hand painted to a very high standard: £9.50each plus25pPlP

Military Antiques

We are interested in both buying

and selling good quality examples

of edged weapons and armour In
particular. All enquiries and visits

from both private collectors and
dealers are welcome.

"WRG Publications. All with stiff card
covers, numerous line drwgs, v.detailed
text.

"ARMIES of MACEDONIAN & PUNIC
WARS" '£ 1.50 plus 35p P/P)
"ARMIES & ENEMIES IMPERIAL
ROME"(£2.40plus35p P/P)
"ARMIES of GREEK & PERSiON
WARS" (£2.40 plus 35p P/P)
"ARMIES & ENEMIES of ANCIENT
EGYPT/ASSYRIA" (£2.40 plus 35p P/P).
"ARMIES & ENEMIES of ANCIENT
CHINA" (£3.20plus 35p P/P).

WARGAME RULE BOOKS

W.R.G. Publications.

Ancient (5th Ed): £1.30+ 26p P/P
16th/17thC: £1.10+25p P/P
Armour/Inf 1925-50: £1.10+25p P/P
Armour/Inf 1950-75: £1.00+ 25pP/P
Ancient Naval: 70p + 25p P/P

WHETHER YOU ARE A COLLECTOR, MODELLER OR WARGAMER (OR ALL THREE) YOU CAN BENEFIT FROM OUR
NEW EXPANDED

MAIL ORDER
SERVICE. A comprehensive, reliable and personal service to customers in the UK and OVERSEAS.

Catalogues Available Wargame Figures All available by NWargame Figures
Tradition (kit figures, all scales):
Historex:
Rose:

Hinchllffe (N EW handbook)
Phoenix
Elastolin
Booklist

Through the sheer pressure of your requests we have
expanded our ranges of Hinchliffe and Minifig
wargame figures to include NAPOLEONIC,
ANCIENT, MEDIEVAL and ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.
Stocks of other periods (including mythical ranges)
coming in all the time.
We also stock Minifig 15mm ranges.

MAIL ORDER

Unless otnenAfise stated add
min. 20p or 10% P/P (orders
over £10 —add 5%)
Minimum order (other than
catalogues): £1.

' OVERSEAS. Overseas orders: add 25%
.(air:extra).

All available by MAIL ORDER. Catalogues available
as follows:

Hinchliffe (basiclist): 12p
Hinchliffe NEW illus handbook plus fist: £2.00
Miniature Figurines: 90p incl. P/P.
We provide what is probably the most com
prehensive and reliable mail order services in these
ranges. We give special attention to OVERSEAS
customers.



WAHGAMES REACH BERLIN?

Paddy Griffith

Reading the June Newsletter, I was very happy to see John Withers' and Andrew Gralnger's well
argued answers to my earlier comments on hoard, fantasy and skirmish wargames. I must confess I had
Iggected a less polite, reasonable and balanced counter-attack. Nevertheless, I still disagree with

Both of them make the point that these three types of game have "arrived", and that they are
played very widely in wargame clubs. That is quite incontrovertible. But rugby clubs have also been
known to hold tombola sessions and sing songs as well as rugby matches. Why shouldn't they? The
difference is that rugby clubs know exactly what a game of rugby i^, whereas wargame clubs, apparently,
do not really know what constitutes a wargeune. John Withers even goes so far as to say that "any
competitive game" is a wargeime, and therefore that football qualifies. I will believe this when I
hear that the Saints have signed Donald Featherstone.

There are many alternative definitions of a wargame which are possible, but all of them have
something to do with real war. The press often likes to call real war itself a "wargame", implying
that generals manipulate their soldiers as if they were toys to be thrown away and broken, in the
same way as happens in nursery "wargames". Armies, on the other hand, are more concerned With.the
general staff style of "kriegsspiel", which is essentially a device for military planning or training.
There often seems to be a certain narrowness in the outlook of wargames clubs when they rave about
their own latest novelty games without looking back to some of the techniques developed in these
military staff games.

Certainly wargames in clubs must be fun, and must be games in the full sense; but I stand by the
idea that there is such a thing as a "pure" wargame, outside the limits of which one is indulging in
some rather different activity, like Monopoly or Chess. The sort of thing covered by the magazine
"Games and Puzzles", in fact.

What is this "pure" wargame? It is definitely not just my own favourite games, but I must con
fess now that I actually enjoy playing boardj fantasy, and skirmish games. I have even invented one
of each of the last two types. This does not, however, mean that I consider them "pure" warg6unes.
They are close relations, but away from the mainstream as I see it. They do not really shed much
light on the history of strategy, and they can be played at an advanced level without much background
knowledge of either. That is probably why they are so popular.

The mainstream of "pure" wargaming started with the Prussian "kriegsspiel", and if truth were
told, has developed along the same lines every since - i.e. inside armies, navies, and air forces.
Wargame clubs for amateurs are rather an odd hybrid offshoot from this development, and they seem
today to be getting even odder. Originally, they seemed to be concerned with battles and wars in a
way wJiich made it possible to visualise the sort of problems faced by a commander in history; and this,
I think, would be my definition of the pure form. The insight into the dilemmas which might face real
commanders is the operative part. The danger today is that games give less and less insight^ into
human dllferamas, and tend to concentrate increasingly on mathematics, technology, and abstract problems.
It always amazes me that more scientifically trained people seem to be attracted by wargames than
historically trained ones; I would have expected the opposite.

Skirmish games are the most human type of wargame of all, and my quarrel with them is really very
small. They are not, however, concerned with battles. Andrew Grainger says that Ouster's last stand
would have been insignificant in Europe, and he is right. It was even insignificant, in strategic
terms, in America; although the public was doubtless enraged that such a dashing chap should have got
himself massacred. Life in the Old West was just as real to the participants as life anywhere else,
but why should we concern ourselves with it if there were much more important things going on else
where? 1 am afraid that I am unable to believe that skirmish games can tell us very much about the
history of war.

Boardgamers will now pile in and claim that their games are as strategic and historical as I
eould wish. In theory this is true, but in practice it is mathematics and game mechanics which are
really at the centre of these games. They are so stylised that all sense of the human element is lost.
Counters are given historical unit names in the same way as one might pin labels to chess pieces - it
does not affect the game. Surprise is notoriously difficult to achieve in these games; everything has
to move in a drunken zigzag, to suit the hexagonal grid; and there is not even simultaneous movement.
Simple wargames with figures may not give you such a taxing mental exercise, but will give you ten
times as much sense of humanity in battle.

It is olaimed that SPI display "historical research of a high order". Perhaps they do, but the
point is that the players themselves do not have to do this research to play the game; everything is
laid out on a plate. And in any case, most SPI games only give about 20 pages of historical background.
For me, "historical research" means something more like 20 whole books.

Those enterprising people who design their own boardgames (in "The Phoenix" and elsewhere) may be
able to get round some of these problems, and certainly they are personally involved. I cannot help
feeling, nonetheless, that they are still too rigidly tied to the horrible hex syndrome, which must
inevitably damage the flexibility and humanity of their rules. I confess I am quite at a loss to
understand what Andrew Grainger means when he says that "for certain situations a boardgame is the
only way to play out a particular campaign." Has he never heard of maps? The Ordnance Survey does a
range of these items, I believe, which are ideal for wargames, and a lot cheaper than most boardgames.
Why must we portray strategic problems by the roundabout paraphenalia of hexes, when it can be done
directly and simply on maps?

CONTINUED ON PAGE



MUST
LIST GERMAN IIKISI

modern German I , .-
infantry, to match i iS-l' i ^a I I !S mMj^S '*' "' '' ''
those of contemporary I -J i :lrT[|ML t
British soldiers re- k||HP W jfe ' dr% ^IH ' ^
cently reviewed in MKmi flV VV
these pages. The set ^^w|. ,- .^^---''^HK " m
consists of 29 finely W ■ ^B|b
moulded pieces in 8
action poses. The { TQH|H|||B|K
figures are repres- ,,
entative of German
Army Panzergrenadier infantrymen and are seen in full hattle dress equipped with either Israeli
designed UZI machine pistols, Gewehr G3 automatic rifles, MGI machine guns or Carl Gustav anti-
rocket launchers. A full colour illustration of an infantryman carrying a Gewehr G3 authomatic
rifle is given on the hox to assist in painting, together with the badge of the 7th Panzergrenadier
division, an infantryman's collar patch and a Hauptmanns epaulette. The Panzergrenadier battalions
consist of roughly 850 men armed with authomatic weapons, anti-tank missiles and mortars. Essen
tially mobile infantry, they use armoured troop carriers protected by mobile anti-aircraft guns.
The kit sells at 68p. They stand in front of me as I write and are so good that I feel quite re
bellious at the lack of time that precludes me from painting them up and using them in small scale
table-top actions. On reflection, amazing value in this day and age.
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The latest pack of AIRFIX
Multipose figures in 1:32nd scale
features U.S.Marines and includes

more than 100 parts with a wide
variety of equipment which allows
for six figures to be constructed
in six different figures poses but
with innumerable variations by
interchanging parts. Finely
moulded and incorporating a high
degree of detail, the figures are
ideal for the Individual Skirmish

wargamer. Features of the pack
are the inclusion of three types
of headgear, a good assortment of
weaponry, back packs, trenching
tools, water bottles and binoculars.
Full colour illustrations printed
on the box serve a dual purpose in
giving a guide to figure painting
and indicating how varying poses
can be modelled by changing the
parts in the kit. At 68p another
very reasonable buy.

|H^ '^SEBe Finally, AIRFIX have put out a

flU X^yB l!35 scale model construction kit
erior cab features, the kit has

J  transparent windows supplied with
^  niV-'- I ■11'*^ an optional simulated canvas tilt.

Other features include an openingcab hatch, rotating wheels, and the traditional diagonal Chevrolet radiator grill with the famous
bow-tie emblem. The 6pdr anti-tank gun is well detailed, moves up and down, the breach can be opened
and closed and the gun trails stand apart or can be folded and locked in a towing position. Transfers
are supplied for four versions of the truck - either a vehicle used by the Indian, Australian,
British or Canadian Army - and appropriate figures are included in the box. The kit sells at £2.25p
and will no doubt be well utilised by model makers and Individual Skirmish wargamers.

It might be an indication that the wind is blowing in a certain direction when I am told by
experienced wargamer Bob O'Brien of the Wargames Research Group that his Worthing Club are going in
for 1,5mm scale wargames figures in quite a big way. A number of newcomers to wargaming of various



bugged DEPFM0ABLE WORKHORSE OF THE ALLIED FORCES

p-
ages are starting with 15mm, s^- ̂  ^
either Ancients, 7 Year War or

sFESiSr £—■ jS A15-CWI TRUCK S B MR. BBK'
"For my part I am changing com- |},»g bugged depfnoabi e workhorse of the allied forces
pletely to this scale." I knew buggeducr « . . . , , ,
that Boh had a nice Hun Army in /I ^^^mSSS^'wSSS
this scale, purchased from Peter 3s | fm
Laing hut I had not realised ^
that he was so talcen with it as |i H ^8
to change over completely. If |1 ft 'T'^iritBIiiB ^
wargamers with the experience si ' MuMk T 1 f nHK; • '■ ■
and background of Boh O'Brien r ^ 'ljB|B||||^
are doing this then perhaps t '■%
Neville Dickinson of Miniature •! ^
Figures was right when he gave -Sthe opinion that 15mm was the J
he home out hy the manner in |w JB i
which Hinchliffe Figures are Bffi Jk f
importing and selling U.S. made ■ "T •i.^'Va. pHeritage figures in this scale. g & ^

Yesterday I received from ^ ^ ^ fe
Japan A22, copies of their
magazine TAMIYA NEWS which comes Jf : ^
out every other month and is j' ■ l||j||^2.QBiBPB^^^^|W ^ ■
printed in the Japaneselas.guage. e| . '#
It has the incredible circulation /■ j i, 4? .
of 50,000 copies in Japan which • . '7"'"'^^^ .^r
would indicate that that country ' -
is going in for model making and
wargaming in the relatively moddrn period in a big way. Of course, a knowledge of Japanese is not
among my attributes hut I confess to being immensely impressed hy the standard of photography dis
played in these magazines, particularly in an enlarged issue for October 1976 which portrays large,
numbers of dioramas involving armoured vehicles and soldiers of such excellence as to be capable of
being mistaken for "stills" from war films. If model making is your interest then at least take a
look at these magazines because they could be both interesting and instructive.

I have just received a batch of the latest figures turned out by genial Bill Lamming of Hull
and compliment him on the high standard of figures and their production. I imagine the Ancient
British chariot with the driver and fighting man (or with Queen Boudicca as an alternative occupant)
will, when made up and painted be most impressive. The other figures, in 25mm scale are heavy
infantrymen of Ancient Egypt with a selection of weapons; a Sherden; an Arab archer; a Gaul throwing
a javelin and a Praetorian Guard. All of them are worthy to bear the name of LAMMING and enhance his
rapidly growing reputation.

From WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP have come their latest offering WARGAMES RULES 1685-18A5 which,
more than somewhat optimistically they claim that ".... our research discovered no good technical,
tactical or organisational reason ...." against the extensive period they cover. When I say that
I am inclined to believe these rules to be a bit of a "con" trick I do not mean that they are not
worth the money. Simply, they have gone right back to basics for their methods of deciding combat
to the extent that the practical aspects of the rules play a relatively small part of the booklet.
On the other hand, necessitated by the extensive period covered, they have had to go in great depth
into troop types, formations and other aspects peculiar to specific periods. Then more pages are
filled by details really outside the scope of rules in the form of choosing terrain, weather, time
of day, etc. Undoubtedly a good and reasonably accurate game can be controlled by these rules - as
it was two decades ago when some of the methods were in vogue. Alternate moving was also used in
those days and discarded for many excellent and solid reasons, the elaboration of this method con
taining these rules does not seem to justify its revival. Much of the book is concerned with attempt
ing to lay down water-tight rulings for all those aspects of the rules which the Wargames Research
Group have discovered through hard experience challenge the "wargames-lawyers" to circumvent, which
brings us back to the old assertion that there are two sorts of rules - those for mates who trust
each other and those for the rest whose compulses and instincts are highly tempered. Notwithstanding
the somewhat unsubstantiated claims that the extensive reaction tests result in a lot of wargaming
that none of us seemingly have achieved before, I doubt if I could be bothered to wade through them-
Nevertheless, for those of us weaned on Wargames Research Rules, these are in their usual thorough
style and nobody can deny that their historical research is first-class and that you will certainly
learn something of the accurate background of war in the period you are attempting. I found slightly
distasteful the tendency to smugness bordering on arrogance in the introduction and sundry other
pages - if the rules are as good as claimed then they will speak for themselves. They can be obtained
from Wargames Research Group, 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, at £1.50p. and are scaled to
cover any size figures from 6mm to 30mm.

Giles Brown of the DORSET (METAL MODEL) SOLDIERS of 19 Salisbury Street, Shahtesbury, Dorset,
(whom I mentioned last month in connection with Southern Militaire), in writing thanks for the
mention, says "I know nothing of wargaming but may be able to produce items for the hobby not done
by other makers. Please let me know if you have anything in mind which I may be able to help you
with." Well, that is an invitation that did not ought to be ignored - here is a chap with moulding
and casting facilities to fill in those odd wargaming corners which are perhapsand casting

CONTINUED ON



LETTERS
"For a variety of reasons table-top warfare has sort of withered over the last couple of years.

I think it is mainly to do with the change in life style that has come about since we found ourselves
without kids in the house. There always seems to be something doing on Saturday, which has always
been my attic day. Now that Joyce is free and working full time she is not too keen in sharing too
many Saturdays with my opponents. At one time she and the kids went to Grandma's for the day, that
no longer happens and the pattern has changed. Games became less and less frequent so that this year
has not yet been graced by one. I was down to one opponent and invariably it seems, if one of us is
ava,ilable the other isn't. However, I have kept up a two hour session every Thursday evening with a
board game and that has been it for some time. The lads of the 20th Maine and the 1st Virginia are
boxed up awaiting removal to some corner of the home to be. What their fate will eventually be I
haven't decided. I may sell up some day, assuming there is ever a market of any size for 30mm.

Please don't think I have given wargaming up, but there has certainly been an erosion of interest.
Dallas Cliff is already at work converting a spare room in his large house into a wargaming room (the
nursery will have to wait). The plan is for me to fight at his place because it has so often been he
who has had to cry off on the odd occasion we have arranged a battle. He has got a fair Napoleonic
set-up and I hope to travel across town with the American Civil War in a suitcase every now and againg
That being so any talk of selling up is premature, but 1 Just don't see me with miniatures on my own
table again; so in that respect it is the end of an era.

I shall of course maintain a sort of sleeping interest in the hobby and can, like yourself, look
back almost to the very beginnings of British wargaming. One thinks of names like S.A.E., Spencer-
Smith, Jack Scruby who once wrote me the nicest of letters full of encouragement and including your
name and address. I remember the demise of War Games Digest and how what seemed the irreplaceable
loss of that fine publication was more than compensated for by fighting Featherstone and his News
letter - you have cause to be very proud of that Don and I am proud to have bought No.l and every one
since. I have experienced all the pleasure of forming armies, working on rules and painting till my
eyes were crossed; I have improvised on models and scrounged equipment; I once met Stanley Greenwood
and was enchanted. 1 knew Frank Hinchliffe when he was a foreman at I.C.I, and his present empire and
very justified reputation were no more thanadream. Like all wargamers I have won and lost, probably
more of the latter. I have split hairs and bent the rules and tried to argue black was white but
never ever fallen out with anyone over what is only a game. After tolerance, self-control is probably
the essential necessity for happy wargaming. Naturally there are highlights such as your first visit
up here and that awful freeze-up of your car. There was the first trip down to your place. What a
jaunt; I was never so excited in my life as I was at that first convention. It seemed so important I
would not believe it when there was no mention in the national Sunday's! I contrast the memory of that
occasion with my last visit to a wargaming function - the Northern Militaire at' Manchester in November.
A magnificent affair, I hoped you would be there Don and was suitably disappointed. When I consider
that sort of a spread and those teaming hundreds milling around and that first convention at your
place one is contrasting Concorde with the Wrights aeroplane - but where would the one be if the other
hadn't happened? Any interest that can show a comparable growth rate must be hard to find, at least
one that has such a participatory element. And yet inevitably it seems, all is not well, or so your
editorials lead me to believe. As well as the realism v fun arguments it seems we now have the "win
at all costs" outlook which of course creeps into wargaming even easier than into pro soccer. There
is also it would appear a table-top v boardgames row developing. 1 was very tempted to argue with
Paddy Griffith about this and tell him he does not know what he is talking about, but why bother. I
can get fun — and that is what it is all about — out of both. Fun to me is defined as spontaneous
entertainment - something I can enjoy by the exercise of one's skill and judgement in a sporting
competitive manner. 1 get it playing cards, dominoes, snooker, "Monopoly", table-top warfare,
"Scrabble", "Battle of Britain", "Anzio" and dozens of others - some need luck in large amounts and
others much less. Most have tightly defined rules that govern the play and cut out the need for an
umpire - table-top warfare depends more than any others on give-and-take and occasionally, depending
on who the contestants are, an umpire is a must. As you never cease to emphasize, "it is only a game
and bears as much resemblance to real warfare as say "Monopoly" does to buying a house."

My experience as a wargamer has been a very happy one, partly I think because I kept away from
clubs and stuck with friends with whom I could get on well both on and off the table-top. Sadly only
Dallas Cliff remains, and he was always the most formidable of my regular opponents.

There is one aspect (amongst many others) where you have definitely got the edge on me - you seem
to have a keen son - for which I envy you. My lad never really got off the ground and all hopes I
once had of us becoming really keen regular opponents never materialised. It was largely a psychologi
cal thing that he has probably grown out of now, however, living and working in London and we only see
him at holidays and his little interest has completely gone - or appears so. My son-in-law is also a
noH-starter, forever tearing off to local cricket matches or Rugby League games - what a pity."

Bill Mell of Huddersfield.

ooOoo

"Despite the arguments that seem to be taking place at the moment on your pages about the direc
tion that the "Newsletter" is taking, I feel that it is up to people like me, and other readers, to
make it even better by writing to it and for it, rather than just sit at home and do nothing. It is
easy to criticise, but I sweat blood every time I try to write an article - and as a history teacher
writing is something which forms part of my "tools of the trade"."

Bob Cordery of London S.E.2.



"At the moment I am hulldlrig up my Comic Opera armies, musket era and modern in 15mm, Ancient,
Mediaeval and Colonial in AOmm.

1 do agree with your remarks akout the fantasy games so common now — Comic Opera is ahout as
far as I go in that direction, and this husiness is of course hased on actual weapons and tactics.
For instance the C.Opera modern set-up will he loosely based on the 1920-30 period, uniforms again
loosely based on those of the Spanish Civil War.

In the past I have endeavoured to use far too many countries in this fictitious era, now I have
it down to an island continent and two countries."

Ed Saunders of Taunton, Somerset.

ooOoo

"1 have read your magazine for the past three years and see it as a welcome alternative to the
complex, competitive side of wargaming that seems to have become popular - there rarely occurs a
wargame in which the two players are encouraged to play in a relaxed, friendly fashion."

A.Conway of Pinhoe, Exeter.

ooOoo

"1 found No.183 good and heartily endorse Godfrey Bailey's request for more wargaming articles.
The only snag, of course, is that somebody has to write them. I am hoping to do some on organisation
Of modern armies on the lines of my article in the October 1976 issue.

I am trying to build up an Austrian army of the Napoleonic Wars in 5mm so would be interested in
an article on their tactics and organisation. Let us hope that with the W.R.G. 1685-18^5 rules we
shall see an upsurge in Horse and Musket battles."

A. Grainger of Leamington Spa.

ooGoo

"I enclose a contribution (included in this issue) to the "Stalingrad" debate, which certainly
seems to have stirred people up (as 1 hoped it would!). It seems that the Newsletter should take on
tha title of "The controversial newspaper of the hobby." It is good that this should be so, and I
would greatly like to meet the people with whom I cross swords in your pages. One day I will,
perhaps."

Paddy Griffith of Camberley.

ooOoo

"Mr.Bailey's letter in the June issue has provoked me into writing to you. I tend to' agree with
Mr.Bailey that there are too many advertisements in "Wargamer's Newsletter" in relationship to actual
articles, but 1 feel it must be pointed out that the Newsletter has been priced at 30p for about
three years, at a time of high inflation, and when other magazines have increased in price. Person
ally I would like to see more articles in the Newsletter, and I am prepared to pay a bit extra for
that.

I am afraid 1 must disagree with Mr.Bailey categorising reviews with adverts. I feel that
reviews are an important part of a magazine. If I am interested in buying something, then I want an
expert opinion on it. As for advertisements, I also want to know what is available and where I can
buy it.

The leaves the ;question of how the Newsletter should be improved. I full agree with Mr.Bailey's
points on this. Although there are a number of items I am not interested in, I do feel that readers
should treat Wargamer's Newsletter as a Newsletter and keep the wargaming fraternity informed of club
activities, campaigns, etc., etc.

And as a final point, let us make the Newsletter much better known. It is surprising how few
wargamers actually know of its existence, and how to get hold of it. (Advertise it, Mr.Featherstone!)"

Peter Hofschroer of West Germany.

ooOoo

BOOKS - Continued from Page

,A BRIEF HISTORY OF NOSTALGIA MODELS is a soft cover book by Shamus O.D.Wade which lists all the
nostalgia soldiers sold by Mr.Wade up to May 1976. Most are no longer available, but the data will
be of use to toy soldier collectors. For each regiment listed there is a brief regimental history,
a description of the uniform, original price of each set, the date of issue, and approximate number
of each figure issued. A very nice book costing under $2.00, as I recall. Mr. Wade's address is
37 Davis Road, Acton, London W.3., England.

ooOoo

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ on Page

Fort Ticonderoga, in America 2. Brown Bess.
A bell-tent in which the firearms of infantry regiments were placed for safety and protec
tion against the weather, when encamped. , x ,
1672. 5. a) 21 September 17k5: b) 28 September 1106: c) 16 September 1776:

d) 15/17 September 1950 and e) 11 September 1709.



BOOK

REVIEWS
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INFANTRY WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR II by Ian V. Hogg. (llf" x 8i"; 192 pages;

3/^ photographs per page plus coloured photographs and line drawings. Arms and Armour Press - £^.95p)

This most impressive book has a number of surprising features, not the least being its extremely
low price - others are the amazingly high quality of its photographs and illustrations and the depth
of knowledge displayed in its pages. This last aspect is not really surprising because the author,
Ian V. Hogg spent twenty-eight years in the British Army rising to the rank of Master Gunner, has
written 26 books on various aspects of weaponry and warfare and is generally acknowledged as the
world's leading expert in infantry weapons and artillery. All the photographs in the book come from
the author's personal collection except for a small percentage which receive adequate acknowledge
ment. In the course of assembling data for the book, wherever possible the weapons concerned were
examined by the author; where not possible every relevant document was consulted and much information
on weapons has only recently been derestricted so that much of it has never been published previously.
So much for the credentials - the book itself, whether or not you are interested in weapons, is
vitally interesting and forms a reference source for this subject which will probably never be sur
passed. The photographs of the weapons themselves are clear and explicit while the photographs of
the weapons being used in action are not only coupelling but subtly•convey the message that these are
not just toys or models but the implements by which Man brings death and destruction to his fellows.
However, as long as war is waged then it is incumbent on the participants to arm themselves in the
best possible manner and the improvement and progress in the weaponry of the various countries as
depicted in this book is eye—opening. The text, whilst technical, is also understandable even to
the layman and can be read not only for information purposes but also as a source of interest. In
fact, among all the reference books 1 have ever seen this probably ranks as one that can be read as
literature. 1 have never met Ian Hogg but so impressed am 1 by this and his other works that 1 have
every intention of seeking to persuade him to come down to Southampton as soon as possible and talk
to the Wessex Military Society!

That avid reader Bill Thurbon of Cambridge writes "1 have just read George Malcolm Thompson's
"WARRIOR PRINCE". It is a very good life of Prince Rupert who seems to have been a crack pistol
shot, apparently using rifled pistols. There was an incident when he shot and hit a weather cock
on a church and when Charles 1 suggested it was a lucky hit, repeated the hit with his other pistol."

From Osprey Publishing Limited 1 have received the latest four Men-at-Arms titles, all selling
at £1.95p. As with all Men-at-Arms titles, NEW HOPE DESIGN will produce three figures in 5Amm from
each set of colour plates, to complement the books. All of them are the usual compact and informa
tive volumes we now know so well and the first three are by Christopher, John and Robert Wilkinson-
Lastham respectively and are illustrated by G.A.Embleton.

THE INDIAN MUTINY. The colour plates in this depict so many exciting and unusual uniforms that
they may well start a fashion for fighting in this period. Concisely aescribes the course of this
fascinating conflict and is well illustrated by numerous contemporary prints.

MONTGOMERY'S DESERT ARMY. Extremely well illustrated with photographs and colour uniform
plates which exemplify the exotic styles of dress worn in the Western Desert (although the crash-
helmet worn by the tank crewman in plate D was new to me as 1 spent years in the Royal Tank
Regiment and never even saw one of them!)

THE ROYAL NAVY 1790-1970. The vast period covered by this book means that each era has '
necessarily been rather sketchily considered, nevertheless there is a representative selection of
drawings and photographs, besides the well executed colour section - and 1 found the photographs
and details of Naval landing parties to be of particular interest.

NAPOLEON'S LINE CHASSEURS - text by Emir Bukhari and colour plates by Angus McBride. Lining
up alongside other Osprey books on specific formations of the French Napoleonic Army, this one is
the usual mine of information on uniforms, formations, war records and Regimental histories, arms
and equipment, etc., etc. There are numerous line drawings and eight excellent colour pages of
uniforms of the various regiments of Napoleon's Line Chasseurs.

Lionel Leventhal of Arms and Armour Press writes - "In your June issue of Wargamer's Newsletter
you review THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL by Peter J. Blum. May 1 give you something of the publishing
history of the book, for we are the UK publishers.

Model Soldier Manual was first published in 1970 by the Soldier Shop in New York (l believe
under their publishing imprint The Tricon Press, which they only used for a couple of books). We
arranged for British publication, and edited it for the British reader, changed the format and
published it in 1971. We have issued the book in two editions, paperback and hardcover. At the
moment only the paperback edition is available, at the very low price of 95p. This edition will
shortly go out of stock, and we are considering re-issuing the volume in hardcover again next year.

The edition sent you from Squadron/Signal is a recent reprint undertaken by them, and for
copyright reasons should, in fact, not be sold into Great Britain. (And isn't our price of 93d a
significant difference to theirs of ^3.95!)

P.S. We also changed the title! Our version is MODEL SOLDIERS: A Basic Guide to Paintln<'
Animating and Converting.

CONTINUED ON PAGE



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - June 1977. Well illustrated, articles of interest to wargamers on the Baden
and Wurttemherg armies in the Franco-Prussian War; Wargaming Boadicea's Revolt AD 6l hy Don Feather-
stone; Air Wargaming; plus reviews of figures, hooks, kits, etc.

BATTLE - July 1977. Well illustrated articles on The Weaponry of the Western Front World War One;
Charles Grant on A Wargame Campaign Progress Report; Tony Bath on Naval Wargames; conclusion of Ron
Miles Siege of Dendermonde plus reviews of figures, hooks, etc.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - May-June 1977. This is one for the "Ancient" wargamers, predominantly con
sidering Caesar's 52 MC Campaign in Gaul and the siege of Alesia - as represented in a hoardgame.
Also articles on other Ancient hoardgame tactics.

BATTLEFLEET - May 1977. Part 2 of the Fletcher Pratt Rules (unique opportunity to acquire them)
plus report on Naval Wargame and reviews of latest models, etc.

MILITARY AFFAIRS - April 1977. Magazine of the American Military Institute. For the military
historian - contains articles on The Study of American Military History in the United States; Four
Decades of American Military Journalism; Military Historical Scholarship since 1937; European Military
History in America; Middle East Studies; plus reviews of world activities in the military history
field, hook reviews,' etc.

MILITARY MODELLING - July 1977. Well illustrated articles of interest to wargamers on Creating a
Master Figure; Cromwell's Ironsides; Uniform Information; plus extensive reviews of the latest figures,
models, kits, hooks, etc.

THE RHINE CONFEDERATE - Journal of the Rhine Confederation Wargames Society
article on Naval Wargaming and Campaign Diaries.

June 1977. Has an

SIGNAL - June 1977. All the latest news on hoard wargames, wargames conventions and magazines
dealing with hoard wargaming. Science Fiction and Fantasy Wargaming, etc.

SOLDIER - June 1977. Well illustrated articles ahout today's army and features on the latest
military L.Ps, hooks, etc. JULY 1977 - the price goes up to 20p hut still a bargain - all the latest
news on the British Army plus a feature on the Queen's Regiment Museum and a nice pictorial feature
on H.M. The Queen's contacts with the British Army during the past 25 years. Plus the usual first-
class features on military records and hooks.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - June 1977. The magazine of the Victorian Military Society contains
accounts of recent events; some articles on The Franco-Prussian War; The Dress of War Correspondents;
Facing Colours of N.C.Os and W.Os of the Victorian Army; War Establishment of Infantry Battalion 1871
and Badges of Rank, plus reviews of hooks, etc., dealing with the period.

WAR MONTHLY - No.'t2. Beautifully illustrated articles on the Rhine Crossings 19^5; Staff Officer
1914-1918; Burma 19''i5; sectional colour drawing of a Hawker Typhoon with an article on it; Amphibious
Ships and Nato's New FH70 Field Howitzer.

MORALE RULES FOR WARG.y4ING hy Ian G.Wright. The author is a teacher. Head of Social Studies at
a Boys Public School teaching Political Studies in History A and 0 levels, and this booklet results
from his academic research for a Master of Education Degree into wargaming as a teaching technique.
He runs a thriving School Society of ahout 40 members, wargames himself and has numerous armies in
many periods ranging from Ancient to Modern armour. Nevertheless, he writes "Morale is thus a vital
aspect of warfare and one which is probably ignored hy many wargamers." Despite the obvious fact
that the morale aspect has been quite the predominating factor in every realistic set of wargames
rules for the past quarter century. It is not possible to achieve any sort of a realistic result on
the wargames table without morale factors playing a leading part and my own rules along with those of
other experienced wargamers such as Charles Grant, Tony Bath, the Wargames Research Group, etc., etc.,
all achieve their results on the finely balanced edge of the morale status of the units engaged,on
the wargames table. Otherwise, I agree with almost everything that Ian Wright says in this booklet,
in the majority of his conclusions and assumptions and agree that his suggestions for grafting morale
ratings onto inanimate model soldiers is both realistic and workable. Having said that I would
suggest those wargamers who follow his advice in its entirety will either - a) develop into those
pedantic, intense and highly competitive wargamers whom we all dread and avoid or b) become bored
with both them and the necessary extensive deliberations and quit the hobby.

Therefore my advice to everyone is certainly to buy a copy of this comprehensive booklet, study
it and absorb its contents, note its suggested methods of application and then go away and devise
your own that are as embracing as possible but far less time consuming. I say this backed by my oft-
repeated conviction that it is not possible to obtain. 100 percent realism in table-top wargaming and
that the line has to be drawn at that point which suits your personality and temperament by allowing
the sort of wargame you prefer. The author will be pleased to correspond with anybody about anything
connected with the hobby and has very generously made a special offer to Wargamer's Newsletter readers
of offering copies at 50p plus 15p postage and packing, instead of the usual £1.00p post free. In
conclusion I am pleased to see that, among other acknowledgements, Ian Wright says that Chapter 13 of
my book ADVANCED WARGAMES gave him the original ideas for the allocation of morale and, together with
the Reaction Test procedure in the W.R.G. rules, was influential in the evolution of the techniques
for producing practical results from morale tests. Copies can be obtained from Ian G. Wright, 21
Park Lane, Pinhoe, Exeter, Devon.



NOTICE BOARD
WANTED; Set of "Old West Skirmish Rules I8I6-I9OO". Good price paid. Your postage refunded.

A.Grainger, 6 Cambridge Gardens, Holly Walk, Leamington Spa, Warwickshire CV32 4JN. Tel. Leamington
Spa 21233 (evenings).

ooGoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 1974 inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ^5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5^ Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.

ooOoo

THE COUNCIL ON ABANDONED MILITARY POSTS - U.S.A.. held its 11th Annual Military History
Conference in the Norfolk, Virginia area on April 27-30, 1977. For further information write to the
Council at P.O.Box 171, Arlington, VA 22210.

THE CIVIL WAR ROUND TABLE ASSOCIATES. P.O.Box 7388, Little Rock, Arkansas, 72217, will hold its
third Annual National Congress of Civil War Round Tables on October 6, 7 and 8, 1977 in Jackson,
Mississippi. The Congress will include speakers, panels, seminars and tours.

MILITARY AFFAIRS. Eisenhower Hall, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas, 66506, has sen^^S
circular concerning membership in the American Military Institute (including The Quarterly "Military
Affairs") at ^15 and Air Force Historical Foundation (including The Quarterly "Aerospace Historian")
also at ^15. A publishing series is available.

HISTORICAL EVALUATION AND RESEARCH ORGANIZATION (HERO), 2301 Gallows Road, P.O.Box 157, Dunn
Loring, Virginia 22027, held- a 3-day course on "Understanding the Soviet Armed Forces" (May 25-
27, 1977) and "The Fundamentals of Land Combat for Developing Computer Simulation Models of Ground
and Air-Ground Warfare" (May 4-6, 1977). Price per course was ̂ 4.00.

LTC (Ret.) John Sloan informs that the Historical Evaluation and Research Organization in which
he is associated with Colonel Trevor Dupuy is publishing a scholarly journal devoted to contemporary
and historical military affairs. This quarterly, "History, Numbers and War" will focus on analysis
of combat experience relevant to current military problems and will include a considerable amount of
information on Soviet military history. Charter subscription price is ^14.00. For information please
write John Sloan at Box 157, Dunn Loring, VA 22027.

ooOoo

WANTED: Realistically-painted metal figures for A.C.W. period - Hinchliffe Preferred. Richard
Prosser, 11 Morningside, Earlsdon, Coventry, CV5 6PD.

ooOoo

FOR SALE: Mythical Earth and Science Fiction Miniature Figurines, majority painted. Offers to
Simon Lawton, 5 Down Barn Close, Winterbourne Gunner, Salisbury. Telephone 0722-75-471.

ooOoo

WARGAMES REACH BERLIN? Continued from Page

If you buy two copies of the same map you can add an element of surprise by having each team in
separate rooms connected by an umpire. This was the 19th century way of doing things, and it is still
quite as good as the best modern games, if not better. It enjoys the great advantage that it does not
actually need any rules; but I had better not pursue that one here, as I have a distinct impression
that most wargamers would rather die than throw away the crutches which rules provide.

On the subject of rules, we are told that it is quite all right to buy commercial rules, as long
as you have done the historical research yourself. This is fine, as long as your own conclusions
agree with those of the commercial rule-maker (or should 1 call him a "simulation designer"?) But
what if your conclusions do not agree? Surely you will then have to start all over again. I have yet
to find a serious set of rules where this is not necessary, and I regard the process as central to
the hobby.

As for fantasy games, I think I have already said enough to make it clear that they cannot be
"pure" wargames in the sense I am using. It is rather difficult to get a human reaction out of a
thirty foot Jabberwock, after all. ,

If John Withers and Andrew Grainger are right, pure wargames are about due to fight their last
ditch battle over the ruins of Berlin, and have indeed come a long way from Stalingrad. If this is
so, it is a pity, because it means that most wargamers will never know what they have missed.



T,WELLS(0892) 37624

for Collectors,Wargamers, Modelmakers & Hobbyists of all ages

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD

Figures • Models ■ Kits ■ Conversions Tools • Materials • Books • Prints • etc

■SB THE PANTILES
TUNBRSDGE WELLS

KENT ENGLAND

BTiiAT? READER; If you are looking for a truly comprehensive service you mi^t like to pay
us a visit. We are easy to find - THROUGH BUTLER'S JEWELLERY SHOP & DOWN

THE STAIRS - and you're in the Comp. G.H.Q. Bunker I Alternatively, we offer efficient
Mail Order Service under the heading "IF WE HAYE'ITP GOT IT - WE'LL GBP IT FOR YOU".
ALL YOU HAVE TO IX); gtudy the adverts in the militaxia publications (English) and

TnnVp a list of your various requirements. State the title, reference
number, and quantity required; plus manufacturer's or publisher's name and list prices.
Total up the prices, add packing and postal charges, and send cash/ sterling cheque/ or
international money order — payable to Miniature Warfare Ltd — and we will do the rest.
Overseas clients wishing to write a cheque in their own currency s^ld add a further
50 pence to cover our baiik charges. (Postage & Packing: U.K. add 10^ in £1. Europe
in £1. Overseas Seamail 20?^ in £1. Overseas Airmail in £1, U.K. orders over £10
add only 5^ in £1 for P & P charges).
WE HOLD STOCKS OF; gjjfQHLlFFE - MINIPIGS - AIRFIX - PHOENIX - GHQ MICJRO-ARMODR -

HiarOEEX - GREENWOOD & BALL - OLD GUARD - STADDEN, LASSET - SANDERSON
Al® OTHER FIGURES, TAMIYA - HASEGAWA - IWIMI KITS. BELLONA - MICRO-MOLD - THAN etc.
BADGER AIRBRUSHES - PLASTICARD - X-ACTO TOOLS & EQJIPMEHT - DIORAMA MATERIALS - HDMBROL
PAMTS & BRUSHES - ADHESPHDS - COMPOUNDS. BOOKS by OSPREY, iUNCKEN, BLANDFORD, AIMARK, ETC.
MILITARY PRlNrS - WARGAMES RULES & DICE, and many other items for collectors/hobbyists.
modelling & PAINT DIG SEEJVICE: We specialise in MADB-TO-ORDER MODELS for the private

~~~ individual seeking items not available in the standard
commercial ranges, and/or for manufacturers looking for new ideas and 'master* models to
extend their range. WE MAKE ANYTHING FROM ANY PERIOD TO ANY SCALE, ftom a si^le figure,
piece of equipment or architectural model, to a complete 'museum Standard' diorama.
Write or phone us with full details and we will be pleased to provide a quotation.
One satisfied private client recently wrote ".... to let you know that my model of
Hougoumont arrived safely a few days ago. It is really a magnificent model •" Another
says "The set pieces made for my collection of Old-Time Vehicles are quite sui>erb,
please proceed with the further two as discussed." If YOU want something really special
we will make it for you, to you're particular scale 1
We also offer a top-quality Painting Service for individual items, or for conperdlal
contract woric. Over the last year Miniature Warfare Ltd has been co-operating with
Charles Stadden Studios in production painting for his recent masterpiece, the widely
publicised Nai>oleonic Chess Sets designed for the International Library of Military
History as a limited edition, which complete with table sell at over £600 per set.
We sure certainly not the cheapest, but we like to think that we offer the best service
in the business - why not find out for yourself ?. Looking forward to hearing fXom you.

Yours sincerely.

DIRECTORS; G.ERIK , B.ERIK. REGD lONDON 1974 NO1160519. REGD OFFICE ; 47 MOUNT EPHRAIM, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (ME^IATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone; 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MILITARY HCURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING

PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE

OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &

CANNON
MINIATURES

RUSKIN XR/HS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

tlw/HODEL
XR/MY
No 373

101 Bus route d:

EASTHA/H
DISTRICT LINE

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIti KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed
by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69
Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be
purchased at the Tradition shop in London (but without personal
inscriptions and autograph).

WARGAMES - £#■. OOp. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES -
£3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3.'^5p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES -
Vol.1 3000 BC to 1300 AD - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol
II 1420-1783 - £3.75p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.Ill 1792-
1859 - £^.90p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.IV 1863-19^5 -
£6.00p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £^.45p. BATTLE NOTES FOR
WARGAMERS - £4.00p. SOLO WARGAMES - £2.90p. WARGAMING ANCIENT &
MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £^.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS -
£5.00p. TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign -
£3.1Op. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20p. POITIERS 1356 - £1.gOp. AT
THEM WITH THE BAYONET I - £1.65p. MacDONALD OF THE 42nd - £3..35p.
COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1001 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER -
£3.75p. BETTER MILITARY MODELLING - £2.75p.
WARGAMING RULES: 1. Anc
Bath. 2. Mediaeval peri
(with supplementary rule
4. Napoleonic by Donald
Donald Feathers tone. 6.
Wars against Natives) by
game in German S.W. Afri
cars, etc) by Donald Fea
by Philip Barker. 9. Pi
Featherstone.

ient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony
od by Tony Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe
s for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by
Late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial

Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period war-
ca (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured
therstong. 8. 1944 Normandy-type wargame
ke and Shot - English Civil War by Donald

40p each or the set of 9 for £3.OOp including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct
realistic battlefields - 55p

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



GREENWOOD
(^BALL LTD
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

Some of our Recent items in this series

THEARMYOF

IMPERIALGERMANY

4 Superb figures from Lasset evoke the
Militarism of Germany prior to 1914,:-
LIGI Garde Du Corps
GIG2 Dragoon
LIG3 Cuirassier

LIGAUhian

Ail at£1,85(VATInc)

Plus! An item of topical interest for tnejubiiee:-
LBA5 Guardsman. Guards Battalions: Full
Dress 1936.

SOLDIERSOF

THEVICTORIAN

AGE

By JOHN TASSEL

Our series continues onto one of the most

colourful armies of all ...

In France:

Arbois Modelisme.

1222 Rue Bon-Houdart ~ 8.P. 32.

93700 Drancy.

in USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,

121 58 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

in Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St.,

Ottawa,Ontario KIM 5Z4.

EAGLE
||J MINI A TURES

P.O. BOX 14,

BARRY, SOUTH GLAMORGN,
CF6 6YB Telephone: BARRY 740374

A TLAST... 90mm!
After being asked by you for many months to produce
larger figures, we are now proud to introduce these
superb first pieces which will no doubt
be the pride of any collection. Retailing

at the modest price of ^jjjk
£3.75 they are certainly
great value for money

EM 902 T
^  NWMP OFFICER

01880

EM 901

APACHE INDIAN

C1880

SAE or IRC FOR FULL LIST

Mk Post and Packing
U.K. All orders under £510% .

1^^^ OVER E5 Port Froe.
Overseas surface mail

30% Airmail 60%

THE NEW

MODELSOLDIER
162INFIRMARy ROAD.SHEFFIELD,

w n Wr S63 DH. Tel: Sheffield 0742-77966

INTERNATIONAL. Our Armies are fighting
throughout the world in skirmishes, battles and
campaigns. Ours cost the least too, because
they are low paid.

25mm ARMIES AND
FORCES

£15.95 each post paid U.K. minimum of 150 pieces
AWI British

Federal

Confederates

Napoleonic British
Napoleonic French
Napoleonic Russian
Napoleonic Prussian
Napoleonic Austrian
Brunswick Wurcenberg

Ancient Greek Vikings AWI British
Ancient Roman Medieval English Federal
Ancient Persian Medieval French Confederates

Ancient British War of the Roses Napoleonic British
Ancient Egyptian Polish Renaissance Napoleonic French
Ancient Assyrian Roundheads Napoleonic Russian
Normans Royalists Napoleonic Prussian
Saxons AWi American Napoleonic Austrian
Mythical Earth Sword and Sorcery Brunswick Wurcenberg
Dungeons & Dragons

Figures by Miniature Figurines, Greenwood and Ball and Hinchcliffe. All armies
are detailed to regiments/units including Officers, Standard Bearers, Musicians,
Cavalry and Personality figures. Artillery units 75p extra.

Send stamped addressed enveiope and 7p stamp for each Army list.
A bo ve Armies painted to High Standard £69.50 each.

Stockists of:-

Minifigs (85p) Greenwood and Ball (75p) Hinchcliffe {22p) Tradition, Rose,
Historex, Titan, GHQ, Ros, Poste Militaire, Airfix, Tamiya, Matchbox, Revell,
Humbrol, Tabletop, Avalon Hill, Simpubs, Bellona, WRG and other rules, Navwar,
Skytrex, and Games workshop.

Catalogue prices shown in brackets post paid.
Mail order above £5.00 poet free.
Shop sales above £5.00 to Wargames Clubs carry 10% discount.
Opening hours—Monday to Friday 9.30 am - S.30 pm. Closed Wednesday
All Day. Saturday 9.30 am - 2.30 pm.



MAIIMLY MILITARY

Sl

MODERN BATTLE

GROUND

Specialists in metal military miniatures and accessories for both the wargamer and collector; HOfi^E or EXPORT

103,WALSALL ROAD; LICHFIELD; STAFFORDSHIRE: ENGLAND. Telephone No. 53180

^^0
PROJECT 15 - 15mm SCALE

m:/

Cottage (with removable roof)

Barn (with removable roof)

Derelict Cottage

Artillery Redoubt

Redoubt Link Sections ( 2 per pack) 40p

Wall Sections ( 4 per pack) 40p

Broken Wall Sections (2 per pack) 20p

For illustrated catalogue please send large S.A.E.

rill MODEL ACCESSORIES
JOHN PIPER (ACCESSORIES) LIMITED
S5 COWLEAZE ROAD • KiNOaTON-UPON-THAME8 • SURREY • KTE BED
TELEPHONE: 01-5A9 SSSa TECEX: CADANAC LON 834648 1685to 1845
New Series All to Scale 1 ;100 from Sedgemoor

to Ferozeshah!

HIGH DETAIL CASTING 0FT.62 TANK

This is our first advertisement announcing the commencement of
a New Comprehensive series of Models of Modern Military
Equipment of the World's Armed Forces.
Every advertisement from now on will list New Additions. All
Models are In kit form and cast in White Metal. Prices listed
beiow include VAT and U.K. Post and Packing.

TERMS: Mai! Order Only - Cash with Order - Cheques and
P.O.'s made payable to John Piper (Accessories) Limited.
Overseas customers-Quotations on request.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK;T.62 a £3.85-Leopard«£4.30-
Scorpion e £2.55 - Bedford 4 Ton Covered e £2.50 - Bedford 4
Ton Open a £2.30- Land Rover & Traiier» £1.90

Our new Rules, replacing the 1750-1850 set, now
ready, price £1.50. TTiey will be faster playing than
most anything else covering this period, and as
always, will place a premium on generalship with
the possibility that one's troops will sometimes
know best!

Scales to cover any size figures from 6mm to
30mm.

Send for our full list of Internationally used
wargames Rules and Reference books.

FROM:

Wargames Research Group,
75 Ardingly Drive,
Goring by Sea, Sussex.

TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME



Game Designers' Workshop
I

mi

VISITOUR SHOPS
at the above address and at:

2 Castle Street, Kingston Upon Thames

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
01-636 8278 ^

THE BEST IN BOARD |^2S|I
WARGAMING I Oxford St J

G.D.W. games are available post-free from:
GAMES CENTRE

168 Han way Street, London W1A 2LS

.  PEARL HARBOR NEW!
^  PHARSALUS NEW!

-i. CITADEL-The siege of Dien Bien Phu NEW!
LABATTAILLEDEMOSKOWA-1812 NEW!
AVALANCHE-TheSalernolandings, 1943 £9.95
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY-The Pacific, 1942 £7.75
BURMA-1942-45 £5.95
CHACO - Bolivia vs. Paraguay, 1932-35 £5.50
CORAL SEA-Pacific carrier battle £5.95
CRIMEA-The dawn of modern warfare £6.65
1815-The Waterloo campaign £6.65
M ANASSAS - The first American Civil War Battle £4.95
NARVIK -The invasion of Norway, 1940 £6.65
RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR, 1904-5 £7.75

including PORT ARTHUR £4.95
andTSUSHIMA £4.95

S.S.N. - Modern anti-submarine warfare £5.95
THEIR FINESTHOUR-TheBattleof Britain £9.95
TORGAU- Frederick the Great, 1760 £6.65

imeS TRIPLANETARY-spacecombatinthe21stcentury £5.95
DRANG NACH OSTEN-German Invasion of Russia £11.65
UNENTSCHIEDEN-The Russian counter-attack £10.95
EN GARDE I - Rule book for 17th-century role-playing game ....£2.95

2.ammins
ifWtntaturtsi
FOR TOP CLASS 25mm MODELS IN HIGH

QUALITY METAL, SUITABLE FOR WARGAMES,

DIORAMAS, COLLECTORS.

Napoleonic Foot, Cavalry and Equipment
Medieval (Crecy-Agincourt) foot, cavalry, equipment

and crusadersr\

Ancients, Sassanid, Parthian, Greek, Philistine,
Nubian, Ancient Briton etc.

Roman Empire (first century), Gauls,
Normans and Saxons.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES

(one-to-one)

— PLUS FICTIONAL MAPS —

We shall be at United Reformed Church Hall, REDCAR

on Saturday, 23rd July and Wintergardens,
CLEETHORPES on Sunday, 31st July

(N.E. Region play-off for National Championships)

For complete catalogue send 20p to:

45 WENLOCK STREET

HULL HU3 IDA

OVERSEAS — CATALOGUE 40p

THE PRINTED WORD

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR specialists:

American Civil War Specialists -
militaria of all wars - models -

25mm wargamers figures - send
25p for A.C.W. lists of books,
records, uniforms, etc. Personal
callers welcome.

Wargames Clubs; Ask about our
discount to clubs and members -

we would also like to attend your
open days.

PRINTEDWORD

37 MANOR ROAD, WALLINGTON, SURREY.
Closed Mondays. Tel: 01 -647 1213



MEDIEVALWARGAMING IN
IBmmMETALFIGURES

BY PETER LAING

PZ-tyS SIEGE WARFARE

15mm
"

Longbowman shooting 5p
Man at Arms Marching 5p
Crossbowman Shooting 5p
Dlsm. Knight with Sword 5p
Handgunner Firing 5p
Scottish Spearman standing

5p
Priest with Cross 5p
Unarmoured Inf Sword 5p
Mounted Knight Lance
caparison 10p
Charging Knight Sword 10p
Mounted Knight warhammer

10p

Small Bombard 5p
Cannon on fixed mount 15p
Gunner Standing 5p
Ladder 10p
Battering Ram 10p
Trebuchet 30p
Man with Lever 5p
Ox Cart with solid wheels 15p
Longbowman Marching 5p

Man at Arms Standing, Spear 5p

Crossbowman Loading 5p
Dism. Knight with Glaive Bp
Dism. Knight with Axe Bp
Scottish Spearman Kneeling

Bp
Scottish Spearman Adv. 5p
Unarmoured Spearman
March Bp
Charging Knight
Lance Caparison lOp
Mounted Knight
Mace, Caparison 10p
Mounted Archer lOp
Cannon on elevating mount

1Bp
Gunner Kneeling Bp
Ladder Carrier (2 reqd) Bp
Man Climbing Ladder Bp
Bat. Ram Crew (2 reqd) Bp
Mangonel 15p
Two men with missile lOp
Ox (2 reqd) lOp

NEW A913 SIEGETOWER (12 part kit) £2

NEW JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS IN 15mm

No3. Castle Gate - No4. Castle Walls and CornerTower 36p each sheet
Send 12p for sample figure and full list of a total of over 500 items in 15mm from

Ancients through to World War 2.
Cash with Order. Packing and Postage extra.
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 " 17p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. BOp

PETER LAING
Minden. Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

15mm PETER LAING '
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Having managed for over four years to keep my prices stable, it is
regretted that, In the face of rises in the cost of raw materials and
electricity, it is now necessary to increase the price of my range of
figures by 25%. Thus foot figures will now be 5p each and mounted
items 1 Op etc.

NEW RANGE- u.s.-INDIAN WARS
F3001 Adv. U.S.Inf 5p
F3002 Marching U.S. fnf 5p
F3003 U.S. Horse Holder/muleteer 5p
F3004 U.S. Officer Adv. 5p
M3001 U.S. Cav. Horse walking 10p
M3002 U.S. Cav, Horse charging lOp
M3003 U.S. Cav. Horse without rider lOp
M3004 U.S. Cav. Standard lOp
M3005 U.S. Cav. Trumpeter lOp
A3001 U.S. Army covered wagon

(kit) " 50p
A3002 Settlers covered wagon (kit) 50p
A3003 Field Gun 1 5p
A3004 Standing yijriner 5p
F3005 Settler marctiing 5p
F3006 Female settler 5p
F3007 Indian witfi bow firing 5p
F3008 Indian with war bonnet & loma
hawk 5p
M3006 Mounted Indian Scout lOp
M3007 Indian with l)ow. horse

charging lOp

S«ui<} t7|) f(ji s.iinple fiyufc ami full list olrnple figure ami full list ol

15mm metal figures
M3008 Indian witli rifle, horse

charging lOp
M3009 Indian with spear, horse

charging lOp
A3005 Gunner witli handspike bp
A3006 Seated galling gunner/driver 5p
A3007 Buffalo 1 Op
A3008 Indian travois 20p

Suitable items from other ranges
A606 Galling guti 1 5p
A610 Limber 1 5p
A625 Pack mule lOp
M1 607 Draught horse lOp
A41 2 Draught ox 1 Op
F323 Indian witli rifle at trail bp
F32 1 Settler stamliny 5p
F322 Settler firing 5p
F61 1 Settler lying firing bp
F622 Settler marcliing rifle at trail 5p
A122 Flat four wheeled wagon 20p

.i iota! of over bOO iteii
Ancients ihrouyfi iii World War I

(^«sh witti Order P.jckiny <imj Postage extra
Orders up to and includiny £1 please add 14p

nd tjver POST FREF

17p
20p
23p
24p
27p

as adil 2b"i. (Air Mail) mm BOt)

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel 518 (STD 043 272)

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP

190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot Sp cav i9p
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc. £3.00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2. Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf, Cav' Off.
F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2,50

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND UMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc.. £2.50

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf, Kneeling Firing

85 Inf. Standing Firing
86 Inf. Advancing
87 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
88 Inf Marching
89 Highland Off. Marching
810 Highland Off Firing Pistol
811 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
812 Highland Inf Kneeling Firing
813 Highland inf. Standing Firing
814 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf Advancing Rifle Separate
816 Highland Inf
BCl Cavalry Officer
^02 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officei Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infantry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
824 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guara
604 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 Officer Marching
822 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chief
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Coassack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod. 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 50p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
HID infantry Officer

Ail First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only
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How the Americans were driven into
World War 11

A new and unique selection of 35th- Eachkithasov
scale Second World War 'soft-skin' military complete with auth'
vehicles and weapons are nowincluded in the degree of accuracy
Airfix construction kit range. ynf

AndtheaccentisAmerican.
There'sthefamousDodgeCommandCar; |AII

The Dodge Weapon Carrier; White Scout Car;
M6 Anti-Tank Gun; 155mm Howitzer. And a iy2
Ton Personnel Carrier. MILri ylltt'

Each kit has ov

MUJlyUlY

erlOO partsand comes
completewithauthenticdecalsandahigh
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